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Concert Will Start
At 8 In Field House

Byerfs And Heuners
Recovering From
Major W. E. Byerts, Professor
of Military Science and Tactics of
the Air R. O. T. C. at Clemson^
and Captain G. W. Heuners, Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics (Air), were
injured in the crash of an Army
C-47 near Saluda, North Carolina
February 7, at about 3:30 p. m.,
but both are recovering.
Major Byerts, who was piloting
the plane, received ■ lacerations
about the face, hands, and arms.
He was taken to Patton Memorial
Hosoital in Hendersonville, and
later was transferred to the
Greenville Air Base Hospital. He
was to leave the hospital Wednesday, but a bone chip received in
the crash may force him to use
cr"+ches for several weeks.
Captain Heuners, serving as copilot, was more seriously injured
He received burns on the face'
arms, and legs, and suffered from
Dr. John Brar.scomb of the First Methodist Church of Orlando, Florida, delivers one of his inspisevere shock. He also was transratoinal messages during one of the four convocations meetings held in the chapel during the first
ferred to the Greenville Air Base
four days of this week- Dr. Branscomb spoke to i full house each day.
Hospital, and is expected to return to duty within two or three
weeks.
It is the opinion of doctors that
both men will recover completely
as their conditions are steadily
improving.
Four 'persons' were instantly
killed in the crash and one died
Dr. R. F. Pople, president of
Only those veterans pursuing later. All the remaining four
Clemson College, was elected
full-timecourses in schools, col- passengers were injured, though
president of the Association of
leges arid universities may receive not seriously.
Southern Agricultural Workers on
increased subsistence allowances
February 14, succeeding M. J.
under the GI bill amendment
Funchess, a Clemson graduate in
signed Saturday by President Truthe Class of 1903, who had held
man, the Veterans Administration
the post for the past year. Dr.
reported today. .
Poole was formerly vice-president.i
Several ROTC cadets ■ at ClemEdward B. Turner, manager of
Mr. George Nutt,. professor : of son have been designated: as Disthe
South Carolina VA regional
agricultural engineering at Clem- tinguj
dents as a office, said that part-time stuson, and Mr. Marvin Bruner, a
i occm'plish- dents, on-the-job trainees and inDupont corporation
menl in
leserve Officers stitutional on-the-farm trainees
It was learned today that Harry
specialist who resides ■
Trains
ogrami here at Clem- are mot entitled to the increase
S.
Ashmore, former editor of irhe
were among the i
fhackston, com- under a ruling received from the
Tiger, spoke to a meeting of -the
elected to the exmmitd Feb. 16.
VA branch,'office in Atlanta.
Alabama Press Association in Birtee.
Those students who were selectEligible ^veterans, without de- mingham, Ala. for its 77th annual
Among the Clemson men pres- ed from the infantry cadets were
ent were Prof. C. L. Morgan, head Newton C. Brackett, Jr. of Pick- pendents, will receive 75 dollars convention.
Ashmore finished Clemson in
of the poultry department; R. A. ens, Alexander J. Dibble of per month. Veterans with one deMcGinty, vice director of the ex- Orangeburg, Jose A. Font of San- pendent will receive 105 dollars the Class of '37 and then attendperimental station; H. P. 'Cooper, tur.ee, Condado, P. R., Solomon L. and those with more than one de- ed Harvard under a Neimann Feldean of the agricultural school; Hay of Johns Island, and Giles F. pendent will receive 120 dollars, lowship. He recently left his poprovided they make application sition as editor of the Charlotte
E. L. Godby, research specialist in Lewis of Orlando, Fla.
and submit necessary evidence News' to take over the editorship
animal husbandry; C. L. CloanThe Quartermaster honor stuinger, fertilizer analyst; Dr. L. O. dents are John L. Ridgeway 'of prior to July 1. The increase is of the Arkansas Gazette.
In his speech, Mr. Ashmore exVan Blarcon, director of fruit and Laurens and Henry C. Twiggs of retroactive to April 1.
Eligible veterans without de- oressed the "wide-eyed" alarm
vegetable canning and processing; De Limeade Tranvia Marionao,
pendents and those with but one in the South over President TruDr. George Aull, agricultural
Cuba.
dependent will receive increases man's civil rights program, which
economist; Joe Douthit, chairman
The
Signal
corps
honor
students
automatically and they need not "seems to be confined largely to
of the agricultural committee of
the board of trustees; and George are James K. Addison of Cottage- make application. Veterans with officer holders." The editor callville, John Workman , Evans of more than one dependent must ed for leadership among southern
Armstrong, professor of botany.
Kingstree, Frank Gorman of St. make application for the incerase. newspapers in "solving the racial
Petersburg, Fla., John G. Gravlee
Eligible veterans will receive problems we have inherited" by
Reames Gives Lecture of Deland,Fla., William W. Pruitt the increase in their first checks supporting
"any practical moveGreenville, George Z. Siokos of after April 30, the- increase being ment" to increase the educational
On Chemical Report of
Columbia, and Thomas E. Thorn- applicable to veterans in school as and economic opportunities of all
of April 1.
Mr. Mitchell Reames, reference hill of Charleston.
the people of the South.
The Air Corps honor students
librarian in the Clemson College
"This does not mean bowing
Library, gave the opening lecture are Van J. . Deas of Rock Hill,
down before a Federal bureauin a series on the use of chemi- Joseph A. Mahaffey of Lancaster, Poole To Address
cracy or yielding any of our
cal literature and report writing. Ru'fus M. Monts of Millen, Ga.,
rights," Mr. Ashmore said. AsThis is in -connection with a new Harold B. Powell of Spartanburg, Florida Association
serting that there have "always
course being offered by the chemi- James H. Ridgill of Manning, Joe
been white men among us who
President
Robert
F.
Poole
left
cal department in which various E. Webb of Saluda. and Lambert
would use segregation as a cloak
today
for
a
three-day
trip
to
FlorH.
Wilkes
of
Winnsboro.
faculty members will cliscus.s the
for exploitation and injustice," the
Also Henry N. Black of Ruffin, ida.
use of literature of a chemical
editor said he believed that SouthToxey H. Califf of Charleston, • Primary purpose of Dr. Poole's erners are weary of old appeals
nature.
John C. Martin of Orangeburg.
visit will be to address the Waters to passion and prejudice and are
Frederick K. Norris, Jr., of Eutaw- melon Growers Association in looking for new attitudes to meet
Vets Orgenasation
ville, Edgar H. Pittman of Bishopa hew day.
Jacksonville Friday.
vilie, and James H. Shirer of ElMeeting Postponed
loree.
Veterans Organization meeting for nominations of candidates for office has been postponed until Tuesday, February
By HOWELL ARTHUR
24th at 12:00, noon: The meeting,
They were Robert H. Ayers,
Thanks to talented and interestwhich was to be held today,
state Baptist student worker; the
ed
speakers,
to
hard
work
on
the
will be in the College Chapel.
Qualifications for the officers
Jack Trescott, mechanical en- part of general committee mem- Rev. W. McLeod Frampton, pasare that the president has to gineering senior of Charleston, bers, and to diligent, co-operative tor of the Purity Presbyterian
' be a senior, the vice president a has been selected by Profesor R. students, Religious Emphasis Church at Chester; Alfred C.
junior or senior, the secretary a E. Ware, director, to portray the Week has been completed with Payne, associate secretary of the
sophomore or higher, while the leading role "Charles" in the unusual smoothness and outstand- YMCA at VPI; the Rev. Ben M.
historian may come from any Clemson Little Theater play, ing success. Attendance at morn- Clark, Lutheran pastor at Walclass.
Blithe Spirit, by Noel Coward.- - ing watch' programs, church sup- halla; the Rev. Oran C. Zaebst,
At the meeting, veterans will
In the supporting male role, Dr. pers, and veterans' forum groups rector of Christ Episcopal Church,
also nominate a representative Bradham will be played by was unexpectedly great through- Greenville; the Rev. Gerard E.
from each section of their bar- George Beach, mechanical engi- out the week. But possibly no Maguire, assistant rector of St.
racks.
neering senior of Columbia. Beach phase-of the program was more Andrews Catholic Church at
has appeared on the Clemson stage popular among the students than Clemson; the Rev. J. Claude
itu
lii
"»' ' >"i
i in leading roles in Ten Little In- the barracks forums.
Evans, pastor of the Walhalla
As usual, especial enthusiasm Methodist Church; the Rev. Mr.
| dians and The Bishop Misbehaves.
Included in the female roles was shown in these forums largely Pinckney, of the Clemson Episcoare Mrs. E. B. May as Edith, Mrs. because of their intimate nature pal Church; the Rev. Mr. Cole, of
Charles Robison and Madame Ar- and because of the possibility of the Clemson Baptist Church; the
cote, Mrs. R. H. Strange as Ruth, each student's obtaining answers Rev. Wannamaker Hardin, of the
Mrs. James E. Sultis as Dr. Brad- to his individual questions through Clemson Methodist Church; Pro.i.
!,„
n
,J,
them. Picked forum leaders, all fesor Ben Goodale, of the Dairy
[ man and Betty Long as Elvira.
This humorous farce will be but one clergymen, discussed Department; and Dr. S. J. L.
Everyone knows' that John L.
Lewis is not a communist. HeJs a presented in March as the first masterfully topics which have Crouch, of the Fort Hill Presbyproduction of the Spring season. proved to be .important to the terian Church.
John L. Lewisite.
Concerning the forum groups,
The show will go into rehearsal students. As "trouble shooters,"
Prof. Williams
these men led discussion groups Jims Spangenburg, Baptist minisThat's like using an underex- immediately.
Paul R. Lunsford, textile manu- in halls and in students' rooms in ter of students, says:
posure in a dark cellar to take a
"Forum leaders expressed surfacturing junior of Charlotte, will an effort to present religion in
picture of a black cat.
connection with life.
prise at the wide variety of topics
be business ^manager.
Pro!'. Purser
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Former Tiger Editor
Addresses Alabama
Press Association

DA Suffers Large

Large Crowd Is Expected To
Be On Hand For Third
Concert Of Year
ALL TICKETS ARE SOLD

Elliott Lawrence didn't exnect the surmise thit awaited' him as
he played, for the Mid Winters dances last week-end, but Charlie
Cheatham presented him with a birthday eake with twenty-three
candles on it. Lawrence is just about to cut the cake with a saber
also presented him. Rosalyn Patton, fem chiiper, and members
of the band look on.

Japs
embers
Fifteen top ranking forensic leaders were invited to join
ike Strawberry Leaf in the first major post-war election of
the fraternity.
The new "Berries" to begin initiation soon are James K. Addison
of Cottageville,1 Robert W. Berry
of Atlanta, Ga.,Douglas A. Barfield of Kershaw, William E. Darby of Alcohu, James R. Jacques
of Wafe Shoals, Leo E. Kirven, Jr.
of Pinewood, Sam E. McGregor of
■ vie E. Morris of
pickeris, Giles F. Lewis of Ori, Fla.. HaiY-y. E. Ulmer of
!>-' WaJtr-'-s of
Lancaster. Robert O. Watson of
Blaney, and Robert'F. Wiggins of
Mullins.
Membership in Strawberry Leaf
is based upon contribution to and
leadership in forensic 'and scholastic attainment.
Present officers of the Delta
Epsilon Alpha chapter of Strawberry Leaf are President, Myron
Smithwick; ViCe-President, David
Banks; and Secretary-Treasurer,
Harold F. Landrith.

Dr. Hunter Attending
Birmingham Training
Dr. Howard L. Hunter, dean of
the school of chemistry, is attending a Reserve Officer's Training
School at Birmingham, Alabama..
The school lasts from February 9
to February 20. Dr. Hunter holds
a reserve commission of lieutenant
colonel.
Topics being discussed at this
school, which is sponsored by the
Chemical Corps (formerly the
Chemical. Warfare Division), are
all related to planning for industrial mobilization in case of an
emergency.

inspecting Team
T© Visit Here Soon
Three men representing the E_gineering Council for Progressive
Development will visit Clemson
on' F
28th and 27th to
iel and facilities
Of thV Electrical, Mechanical, and
Civil Engineering school. This
"• d by the
National Engineering * Societies:
AIEE, ASME, ASCE and AIME,
for the pur'pbse of reaccrediting
engineering schols. An inspection is' required every five years
in order that the institution might
be nationally reaccredited. The
three engineering schools and all
related departments such as Mathmatics, Physics, and Chemistry
will be checked.
Sometimes members of the inspecting, teams are selected frofn
the faculties of various schools.
Dean Earl has been chosen to go
with the group to inspect the University of Florida.

kit Force Officers

At a meeting held Monday night
of former Air Force officers and
flight officers now at Clemson it
was announced that flying facilities are available at the Greenville
Air Base for use by ■ qualified
pilots.
A branch unit of the Anderson
chapter of the Air Reserve Association is being formed at Clemson. This was the purpose of the
meeting. Officers were elected
for the purpose of organizing the
work to be done. They are W. F.
McClain, mechanical engineering
junior from Honea Path, president; Frank Atkinson, agricultural
engineering sophomore from Augusta, Ga., vice-president; A. W.
Snell, agricultural engineering
junior from Elloree, treasurer; and
I. L. Falkner, electrical engineering junior from Clemson, secretary.
Arthur Ruark Opens
It was announced that it would
Kress Lecture Series
not be necessary for a former'ofDr. Arthur E. Ruark, Direcficer to join the ARA in order to
tor of the Applied Physics Labparticipate in the flying program
oratory, Johns Hopkins Univerand all air reserve officers, AUS
sity, Will talk on "Research To- officers, and. flight officers of all
day and Tomorrow," in the first
MOS numbers are urged to atof the Kress Lecture Series for tend the next meeting which will
this year. His lecture will take be held in club room number 2 at
place in the Chemistry Lecture
the "Y" Monday night, February
room -on February 24 at 7:30.
23 at 6:45.
This lecture is sponsored by
At the present, time flying is
the William E. Godfrey Physics
available only at Greenville, but
Club and the Forum Club.
if _ enough men become affiliated
with the Anderson-Clemson organization, planes will be assigned
to the Anderson airport and a reserve training squadron will be
organized at Anderson.
A bill providing for pay to the
with these umpires, or 'trouble
shooters.' A complete personal- men who take part in the reserve
ity is aided . in its development training program has. been introduced in Congress.
through such contacts.
"Hundreds of boys have cooperated during this week by attending voluntarily these forum
Summer School Cards
groups; it has proved a rich experience for all concerned.
Due By February 20
"The success of these discusStudents are requested to fill
sions cannot be measured in immediate results; in the future, no out their Summer Session Plandoubt, there will be many deci- ning Cards and return them to
sions made in the lives of Clem- the Registrar's Office not later
son men which will reflect their than February 20. This informatio n. is needed in order that the
attendance at these functions."
On a sample night, cadets on College may begin making apcompany "B" were found to be propriate plans for the Summer
discussing spreading the Gospel; Session.
The dates of the 1948 Summer
company "D" cadets pondered the
problem of aid to starving Europe; School as adopted by the Deans
"I" company discussed the mean- and Directors are as follows:
Matriculation and Registration
! ing of the Kingdom of God to the
j individual; and band company Friday, June 18
Classes begin Monday, June 21
! considered the "one world" conIndependence Day Holiday
cept.
Other companies brought evo- Monday, July 5
Examinations Tuesday and
lution, interracial relations, and
the effect of environment on the Thursday, August 17-19
Summer Term ends Thursday,
individual personality into their
August 19
discussions.

Forum Discussions Prove Huge Success
students have been interested in.
The most popular topic on Monday night was race relations and
the President's civil rights com! missions.
"The ever-popular bull topic,
sex, has lost its lead to more di| rectly religious questions. The
1
men say that they are encouraged
by the alert, broadminded attitude
of the students on the implications
of Christianity in society."
Under the leadership of Earle
Morris, arts and.sciences junior
j of Pickens, student convenors inI troduced and aided the speakers.
They include Frank McLaurin,
j Wayne Ballentine, J. F. Covington,
S H. M. Hardaway, W. C. Elrod,
j Lewis Smith, O. L. Stukes, WalI ter Moorman, W. E. Massey, Wil] liam Adams, I. B. Love, D. L.
!
Peebles, and Howell Arthur.
According to Morris, "Forums,
! or 'glorified bull sessions,' are an
i intergral part of the Religious
Emphasis program. In such sessions a^ these the boys are afforded an opportunity to share their
own problems and experiences

Although there was an $800 loss
on the Midwinter Ball, the Central
Dance Association officials consider the affair a success.
Phil Corker, now president of
the CDA, says that such a loss is
expected when a "name" orchestra is brought in for a dance series.
There was also a smaller crowd
in attendance Friday night due to
~he extreme bad weather. Saturday night was a different story,
however, for the gymnasium was
virtually "packed to the rafters,"
so much so, that complaints were
received. If the plaintiffs had
inquired they would have found
hat ample space was provided in
the little gym. Or course, everyone likes to see the band, but
:
:here was no other solution than
to equip the little gym with loudspeakers.
Saturday night was also the
maestro's birthday; therefore, Mr.
Lawrence was presented with a
birthday cake. Everyone seemed
to enjoy the music of such a
■superb aggregation of musicians
as Mr. Lawrence represented.
Lawrence stated that he enjoyed
playing for the dances and was
very much impressed by the hospitality shown him.

It's a far cry from the majestic
dignity of "Tristan and Isolde" to
the mad antics of the Edgar Bergen-Charlie McCarthy radio show.
To appear in both and get rave
notices for each 'performance is a
feat, and only one man can do
it: Lauritz Melchior, the great
Metropolitan Opera tenor, who
comes here on Wednesday, February 25 for a concert with full
symphony orchestra at 8:00 in the
Clemson College field house.
Mr. Melchior can sing magnificently. That the world has
known for a long time—he has
WE SLIPPED
Last week's Tiger stated erroneously the date of Lauritz
Melchior's concert. The correct date is Wednesday, February 25, at 8:00 p. m.
been a star at the Metropolitan
Opera for more than 20 years.
But he also can engage in a fastpaced comedy routine. This the
world has discovered only during
the past few years. Before his
radio premiere on the Fred Allen
program, only Melchior's family
and friends knew of his wonderful
sense of humor that runs the
gamut from sophisticated word
play to elaborate and carefully
planned practical jokes. Triggerquick at repartee, he would make
a wonderful ad lib man on any
network show.
His particular penchant, however, seems to be for musical
satire—imitations of everjjthjrie .
in the musical sphere from S
opera to crooners to singing s
mercials. On the Kay L
show he even went so far sing "Open The Door, Ricfe'
Practically every comedy I
gram on the air vies for the |
ilege of having him as a guest star,
and several have even put in-their
bids to have him as a "regular."
He has appeared on the Edgar
Bergen show, Duffy's Tavern, Milton Berle show, in the Campbell
Room with Hildegarde, with Eddie Cantor, Victor Borge, Jack
Haley, Danny Kaye, Jimmy Durante, Frank Sinatra and, of
course, his annual visit with Fred
Allen, on whose program Melchior made his debut as a comedian. That was the time he lampooned singing commercials by
delivering a musical 'plug for
"Pasternak's Pretzels."
Mr. Melchior is such a hit on
these programs because his sense
of humor goes deeper than mere
superficial quips. It encompasses
his entire robust personality,
which is full of kindness and
warmth and which manifests itself in a joyous way of living.
Of course, Mr. Melchior's first
love and true talent is serious
music. He is an ardent- champion
of programs that feature good
music and is heartened by the
constant increase in their number.
Radio listeners have heard him
on the Metropolitan Opera broadcasts, the Telephone Hour, the
Firestone Hour, the Prudential
Hour, the Ford Hour and other
musical programs of quality.
Melchoir is considered one of
the greatest heroic tenors in musical history. This artist, at. the
peak of a brilliant operatic career,
is revealing new facets of his 'personality and is now finding success in a new field of endeavor—
motion pictures. Millions of people
who do not know opera have come
to love the warmth and humor of
Melchior through his many radio
appearances. He is in great demand for guest performances on
the radio. He brings to the screen
the great operatic music he performs so magnificently as well as
the popular appeal of his radio
work. His first film, "Thrill of a
Romance," established his ability
as a screen actor. For his second,
"Two Sisters From Boston," Mr.
Melchior received the important
box award for his part in the picture. This third, also released
through MGM and entitled "This
Time for Keeps," is now being
shown throughout the country. His
fourth,, "Luxury Liner," will be
released next fall.
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College Cole Takes On New Look
lew Student Owners
Renovate - Restaurant

rom Kitchen Out
By DAVE SPINER
New paint, clean floors, more
courteous waitresses, better ser', vice—if you've been wondering
shout the rejuvenation of the old
Clemson Cafe, -then here's the
inside dope, yours for the reading.
I; all started last November in
the drugstore across from the post
office,. .Archie. Cochran and Fred
McCdnnell, students here at Clemson, .had considered opening some
type of lunch stand near Clemson.
No definite site had yet been
selected.
The prospect of taking over the
Cafe, which at that time was in
a state of siege due to the Senior
Co'uncil boycott, came into the discussion. Several, favorable contacts were made, and soon the
boys were co-owners of a cafe.
On November 29th the cafe
opened officially. It closed almost
immediately during the Thanksgiving holidays for alterations.
The kitchen was repainted and a
hamburger grill installed. Ey
Christmas the remaining walls had
been painted, table tops refinished', and a refrigerator, the largest
in Clemson with the exception of
the college's own, was purchased
for the kitchen.
Both of the boys are experienced in the cafe by now. Mac
has been a mess officer in the_
army. The food, however, does
not taste like army rations.
The piece de resistance is .their
pie. Never say that mother-inlaws can't be useful, because Mac's
comes over from Anderson to bake
all of the pies. So you see, this is
one establishment that can truthfully boast of pies like mother
bakes. All the cooking is handled
by white personnel.
Mac and Archie's wives both
assist their husbands in their spare
time, and the majority of the
waitresses are student's wives.
This relationship puts them in a
better position to sympathizs with
the student's problems.
The importance of the Cafe was
proved this past dance week-end.
If it hadn't been there, a lot of
people would have been hungry.
Archie estimates that approximately 1700 people were served
pday alone.
two new owners are
to serve the college stuas well as they can. On
ind football,week-ends they j
aain ©pen'as long as deBanquets for up to sixty
(is may be arranged upon
reqii.

Hot Dcqs — Hamburgers
Open Until 1:00.'A..M.

TIGER'S DEN
Opposite Post Office

M£m

SHOP

SENECA. S.C.

Two new owners of the College Cafe are all smiles since purchasing the establishment, and are eagerly awaiting to serve the students of Clemson. Archie Cochran is on the right and is flanked
by Fred McConnell.

Other. Schools Are
nferciiici Rules
By A. McNEIL HOWARD
Clemson is, not the only school
in the country to try to clean up
its eating establishments. At least
two others, the University of Missouri and the University of "California, have decided to do something about restaurants that
ignore health and sanitation rules.
As Missouri, which patterned its
system after California's, two
dozen men and women students
were assigned the job of "Inspector." They entered every eating
place in the town, and checked
them against a list of fourteen
points. On the first trip around,
only 21 of the 77 places then selling food were okayed. The others
were given one week in which to
clean up—or close.
This will remind Clemson students . of the boycott imposed by.
the student council on a downtown
cafe when it was decided that the
cafe was not up to the standarc
in cleanliness. Today's appearance
of "the greasy spoon" evidence?
the results that can be brought
about by student cooperation.
In the Missouri clean-up, restaurants that do pass these careful student examinations are give:
bright gold-and-black "OK" card:
to display in their windows. The
names.of those that fail are listed in the "Missouri Student," the
campus newspaper. It's then up
to the students to boycott the offenders".
Like Clemson's drive, both the
one at California and the one at
Missouri have brought to a minimum the usual restaurant faults.
On at least three campuses, spoons
are clean—or the students act.

Insemination Course
Forty persons from four states
attended an artificial insemination short course recently held at
Clemson College. The course was
conducted cooperatively by the
Clemson Dairy Department and
Extension Service specialists.
The course was conducted for
fhe purpose of training technicians
and herdsmen for the rapidly expanding artificial insemination
program. The instruction consisted of lectures and practical work
evenly divided, and those who atBefore the meeting Dr. Poole
had luncheon with several executives of the RCA Victor corporation in Camden, N. J.
J. A. (Shine) Milling, president
of the Philadelphia chapter and
an executive of the RCA firm, said
he hoped the result of Dr. Poole's
meeting with, his fellow RCA executives will be "more -good Clemson- men working a£. RCA afteri
this."
*
Among 'those Dr. Poole spokej
with at R'CA were B\ F. SchmitJ
vice president in charge of engineering, and E. AM. Tuft, personnel director.

CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

MAYFAIR GRILL

-

ROW TIES

HO KESLO A N

tended the week-long conference
were given training in all phases
of the .breeding program. .
Instructors and staff members
who assisted with the course were
Prof. J. P. LaMaster, head, Clemson Dairy Department; members
of the Clemson Extension Service
and Experiment Station dia i r y
'staff; and the following out-ofstate authorities: Dr. H. A,'.' Herman, professor of dairying, University of Missouri; Dr. H. W.
Kinard, veterinarian, Monroe,'Ga.;
and Dr. S. P. Marshall, University
of Florida.
Besides Clemson dairy students
and workers of the Clemson Experiment Station and Extension
Service who were present during
.the course, representatives of the
following organizations attended:
Dinsmore Farms, Dinsmore, Fla.;
Riegald(ale Farms, Trion, Ga.;
Clfjaj jSprings Farms, Concord, N.
Pedigreed Farms,
1G9_. joker's
;<gatftsville, S. C; Penitentiary
gF^rrns, Columbia, S. C; and Geor,.gia Experiment Station, Experiment, Ga.
That the program is rapidly expanding in this state is shown by
the fact that cooperative breeding
associations in five counties are
successfully conducting artificial
insemination programs and that
other counties have the matter
under consideration. The counties
in which the program is being
conducted are Chester, Spartanburg, Greenville, Anderson and
York.
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STONE BROTHERS

SHARKSKIN ' -^ TROPICAL SLACKS y
NORMS SPORTSHIRTS

Menius gave a brief outline of the applications in the field of Chemiunderlying the operation of the cal Engineering. Following -Dr.
new $15,000 piece of equipment Menius's lecture, Mr. Turner gave
The Clemson Society of Chem- which the Physics department has j a demonstration of the operation
ical Engineers held its regular obtained. He also pointed out the of the microscope.
meeting last Tuesday night in the
Physics building.
Dr. A. C.
Menius, of the Physics Department, was the speaker for the eveCOMPLIMENTS OF
ning and the subject of his talk
was The Electron Microscope. Br.
Menius was assisted in his lecture and demonstration by Mr. J.
ANDERSON, S. C.
T. Turner. In his lecture Dr.

ANDERSON, S. C.

Civilian and Military Clothes

few Summer S nits

Chemical Engineers
Hear Menius Speak

Members of the Clemson student body seldom think of the fellow
who prepares his food when he eats at the College Cafe, but Cecil
Heaton is on the job from early in the morning to late at night
preparing things anywhere from "eggs ■oVer light" to a, ''sizzling
steak."

Or, Poole Speaks Of

PHILADELPHIA,. Feb. 18—Dr.
E. F. Poole, Clemson president,
outlined Clemson's growth and it's
plans ?or the future at a dinner
meeting of the Philadelphia chapter of the Clemson alumni association at the Engineers Club^here
Feb. 11.
Fifty alumni from Southern
New Jersey and the Philadelphia
area unanimously voted confidence in Coach Frank Howard's
administration of the college athletic program, and interst was expresed in what alumni in the
North could do far their school.
Dr. Poole told of Clemson's
financial problems, described the
physical expansion program, and
indicated several of the older professors will be retired this year.
He. said the college was doing
its best to maintain a "high standard" in the face of mounting costs
and other difficulties.
"We could get 8,000. students if
we would take them." he said.
"We have enrolled only 3,200 because we believe it b:st to give a
good education-to those we admit."
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Shae

airt Pens

Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

108 N. MAIN ST.

PEN AND PENCIL SET

GREENVILLE, S. C.

DESK SETS
Some outstanding pictures at Clemson include:....IT HAD
TO BE YOU with Cornel Wilde, Ginger Rogers, on February

"We Service Everything We Sell"

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR ELECTRICAL NEEDS. WE
CARRY LEADING LINES IN-ELECTRICAL
MERCHANDISE
Clemson, S. C.'

Phone 4431

19-20; HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY on February 19; SINBAD THE SAILOR on February 20-21; UPTURNED GLASS
on Feb. 21; SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES on Feb. 23; THE
EXILE on Feb. 23-24: MY GIRL T1SA on Feb. 24-26; WISTFUL WIDOW OF WAGON GAP on Feb. 26 anctfafternoon of
Feb. 27: ALBERQUERQUE on Feb. 27-28; NIGrfr SONG Feb.
27-28: March 1-2. SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR; March 2-3
THE SENATOR WAS INDISCREET;. March 4-5 IF WINTER
COMES: March 5-6 THE TENDER YEARS.
Others coming include MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET (return); CASS TIMBERLAND, THE SWORDSMAN, VOICE OF
THE TURTLE, WRECI? OF THE HESPERUS, PIRATES OF
MONTEREY. SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY; GREEN
DOLPHIN STREET, CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE, CALL
^NORTHSIDE 777, TYCOON, YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME,
CAPTAIN BOYCOTT, MY IRISH ROSE, THE BISHOP'S
WIFE.
275 first run pictures and 135 second run or reissue pictures are shown at Clemson during the year. If you are interested in having some picture return, please leave the name of
the picture at the Y office and we will try to include it in the
ones brought back.

li

lOmpani

8
P. S. McCollum, Owner

'The Official College Book and Suppy Store'
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Alumni
Doings

Five Architects Visit Surveyors Use Field
Campus From A.L
Man? Times In Year
By P. H. BULTMAN

Recently* as part of a new trend in the, Arthitecture De.
partment, groups of South Carolina Architects have been
coming to Clemson to judge the problems put out by the
students of that department.
The latest of such groups was
composed of a rather distinguished crew of members of the South
Carolina A. I. A.
Five men, Mr. Hardy Oliver, of
Oliver and Newton, Columbia; Mr.
Heywood Singley of Columbia;
Mr. Albert Simmons, of Simmons
and Lapham, Charleston; Mr. William Stock, of Stock and Lyles,
Columbia; and Mr. Faire, of LaFaye, La Faye and Faire, Columbia, composed the board of judges
for the last problem of the first
semester juniors.
The competition was won by T.
C. Rickenbaker of Charlotte and
P. H. Bultman of Sumter. The
problem consisted of a radio station designed for Tucson, Arizona.
Ordinarily this is a Class AA or
senior class problem, but under
the stepped-up program it was
given to first semester juniors.
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fOR SAFETY
I AND ECONOMY

KEEP
I WHIMS
I IN LINE
Wheels that "are out of line or
wobbly grind the life out of tire*
and make your car unsafe to
drive; Let us check your wheels
periodically to save you money
and keep your car safe to drive;

<~/vrc£

Herron Motor Co.
SENECA, S. C.

Once A Weapon,
The BMOC's Pipe
Has Weird Past
The American male student
likes to smoke a pipe—that's a
statement sworn to by avertisers,
magazine
writers,
cartoonists,
moving picture makers and coeds
giving birthday gifts. And from
sales, figures at ..campus
book
stores—it looks as if the statement's no exaggeration.
But pipes have taken a strange
road to their present
campus
popularity.
They've been used
as weapons, made from animal
horns, and have even been shaped
to show castle distinctions. Their
amusing (and sometimes amazing) history is featured in the
current issue of Varsity, the
young man's magazine.
Japan was one of the first nations to adopt
pipe
smoking,
quickly making it a national habit. Soon metal
pipes became
the sign of men of distinction,
and the Varsity Magazine article
relates—many reached lengths of
from two to three feet. Japanese
citizens (not permitted to carry
weapons in the streets) carried
pipes instead—and used them in
so many arguments and altercations ' that a legion of cracked
skulls eventually convinced the
government to outlaw the pipe.
Smoking tools have not always
been portable, the Varsity Magazine article points out. In Africa
(where costumes were too brief
to include pockets), tobacco fans
dug a hole in the ground, inserted a hollow reed into it, then
made it airtight with
packed
dirt. To smoke the dried hemp
that was put in the hole, the
African had to lie flat on his
stomach.
Although there are just a few
basic varieties of pipes in use today, the Japanese
standardized
pipe shapes even further for the
populace. According to the Varsity report, the Japs had different pipes for the military, the
common people, and the professional classes. Anyone smoking
a pipe designed for another class
group was subject to death or
life imprisonment.
Put that in
your pipe and smoke it.

By A. McNEIL HOWARD
In the well-defined, clear-cut,
precise language of the engineer,
a reliable source in the Engine
House has given us a striking bit
of news. "That plot of land on the
Clemson campus, opposite the
Textile and Engineering buildings,
surrounding the trustee house and
the Calhoun Mansion, and bounded on four sides by as yet unnamed streets of said campus,
contains 2.009 acres of land, plus
or minus 1.999 acres."
Brother, that is no hasty calculation. No one dares venture an
estimate as to how many actual
surveys have been made "on the
plot, but it is generally conceded
that it has served its appointed
duty better than a W. P. A. water
bucket.
Even I made.it halfway around
the traverse. Midway in the
course, a major catastrophe overtook me. I dropped and broke my
Engineers Magnifying Glass (No.
909, $0.35 at "Doc's") while examining a fly's leg. Unable to
finish, I dropped the subject too
and changed to dairying. I realize
that I didn't possess the talent
necessary for handling delicate instruments.
The almost infinite number of
surveys is due to the fact that
every engineering curricula has on
it a course called CE-101, Introduction to Surveying. Mail, what
an introduction! Some say that
when he gave the land to the college, Tom Clemson specified that
a certain large number of students
take surveying. It seems that he
wasn't satisfied with the defines
of an imaginary line drawn'by a
Mr. Mason and a Mr. Dixon. He
wanted a true son of the South, a
Clemson man, to do it all over
again.
Regardless of the underlying
reasons, hordes of men are seen
everyday on that one poor piece of
land fighting it out with the level

Ail Clemson Alumni in Columbia^dxiring the State Teachers
Meriting are cordially invited to
attend a meeting to be held
March 18. The 'place of the meeting is to be announced later.
Clemson Alumni of Greensboro
will hold a meeting Friday night.
February 20. Dr. Hugh Brown,
Dean .of Vt*e . School of Textiles,
will be the principal speaker. Mr.
Jake Woodard of Clemson will also be present.
Dr. R. F. Poole attended a
meeting of the Philadelphia Chapter of Clemson Alumni Wednesday
night, February 11.
Letters are being sent to all
members of classes having reunions
during
commencement.
These meetings are to be held at
10 a. m. at Clemson College, Saturday June 5, 1948.
>
The following classes are holding reunions: '98, '03, '08, '13, '18,
'23, '33, '38, and '43.
All members are urged to attend and all those planning to attend are requested to notify the
Alumni Secretary.
Judge G. Duncan Bellinger, whp
has recently been holding court in
Anderson, attended the ClemsonFurman basketball game at Clemson.
In a recent issue of The Tiger
the name Kenneth Hollyer was
printed in error.
This should'
have been Kenneth Hodges. Mr.
Hodges' is supervisor of Marlboro
County and president of the Clemson Alumni of Marlboro and Dillon counties.
Also printed in error was the
name of J. H. Hangeter, which
should have been. J. H. Kangeter;
Dr. J. D. Tarbaus, which should
have been Dr. J. D. Tarbaux; and
Patrick M. Adams, which should
have been Patrick H. Adams.

and transit. A nightly occurrence
is the gathering of the CE men in
the .^amphitheater to do a rain
dance0 A rainy day means an
automatic cut.
If that block had all the sticks
that have been driven into it
sticking out, it would look like a
porc.upine.
Every summer the
state legislature has to make a
special appropriation to pay for
the broken mower blades. A rule
of the CE department is that you
"drive it up to the hilt so the cutter won't get it."
Surveying, like all the professions, has its own peculiar nomenclature. One- hundred feet of unruly, steel baling tape is called a
chain. It doesn't ha've any links,
it won't rattle, and there's no way
you can put it on an automobile
tire, but it's still called a Chain:
A benchmark is not the Seat
number on your football ticket;!
it's a concrete post i set irf^qpel
ground with a brass plate dn%jp:
of it. You are sup»posed totafind
how far above sea level itufe. I
know a man who can supply the
elevation of every benchmark oh
the campus for a price.' Just go
down to 7-B17, knock three times,
and yell "Chain."
&
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AFTER EXERCISE
REFRESH YOURSELF

m
Gilmer Petrof. It probably does—
and more, because there is more to
list, but that would be adding
more icing to an already welliilleci cake. Probably the architecture "syv'eaS and tears" boys
don't k: i
his much about Pete,
but they ■-.
that any time
he's "called for, he's there always
ready to help.

-,,„, ! University of Wisconsin got a
brief visit from the prof in the
summer of '33. He traveled in
Europe in the summer of '35 and
in Mexico in the summer of '36.
This school is not the first place
that the handle "Professor" has
been added to Pete's name. He
had his own art school at Staten
- Island in the late thirties. He was
curator of art for the Staten Island Historical Society about this
time also.
WSSIM:
During the war, Mr. Petrof was
associated with , Gibbs and Cox,
■marine architects.
It was here
^Hfej:;;
ihat he met his wife, a textile desi;,ner. who was working for the
same firm. (You tell me whethershe was designing draperies for
battleships, or what.)
'*$
After the war professor, plus
family,
moved
to
Greenville,
where he did structural design
work for the Greenville Steel and
Foundry Company.
In spite of his strictly Yankee
background, the professor had
good grace enough to choose a
mother from North Georgia. When
someone remarked that the Ad*
irondacks, where he spent his
boyhood, was a wonderful place,
his only remark was, "Cold as
Hell." A true southerner, yes?
The professor has a long string
of honors sprinkled along his trail.
For his watercolors, he is nationally known. He has done covers
for a yachting magazine and, during the war, many poster designs,
which were nationally distributed.
One-man shows of the profs work
have been given in Charleston,
Sound's easy, doesn't it?
It's New York, Birmingham, St. Paul,
not. Ask any architectural major. San Diego, Atlanta, Greenville,
Nor is skill of that kind learned and Shreveport. A mural of his
in a day. Ask Professor Petrof. is owned by the Richmond BuildIn his case it has taken, among ing and Loan Association of StaThe High Museum
other things, study in two schools, ten Island.
study in Europe and work under in Atlanta owns one of his 'paintsome of the leading artists of the ings. The professor was invited
to exhibit at one of the Chicago
United States.
International
Watercolor Societys
Professor Petrof is one of those
exclusive
shows.
He is the winYale men. (The place seems to
be full of them.) After attending ner of the Alabami Watercolor
Yale's School of Fine Arts in '31, Medal.
'32, and '33, he studied under
Along about this far down the
Richard Miller, a National Academician, and under Charles W. list of the professors honors^ one
Hawthorne, another member of stops to wonder if even the Whos
that- distinguished group.
The Who in Art lists this much about

Want a perfect
:nor

Then get some colorful

ARROW TIESthe tie with the special resilient
lining. ■ -.
_,
,
We have the long-lasting Arrow
ties in patterris to please.
-«^
See 'era today.

Petrof Makes Brush
Work Look Very Simple
By P, H. BULTMAN
"Pete!"
That familiar yell sounds out
one more time of the thousands
that it is heard in the Architecture
Department every day. "Save my
rendering." That is a fitting introduction to . Professon Gilmer
Petrof who guides those budding
geniuses, the architects, through
the pitfalls of freehand drawing,
painting, and architectural drawing in general. Many a painting
which has what seems a hopeless
amount. of red smeared on it or
too little blue is miraculously
saved with a few quick strokes of
the prof's brush.
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Research simplifies print making
with development of "Varigam" Paper

Chemists and physicists make
« important contributions
Photographic film that has been overexposed or overdeveloped usually means
a "hard" or "contrasty" negative—too
much silver is deposited on the highlights in comparison with that in the
shadows. The opposite effect, a "soft"
or "thin" negative, results from underexposure or underdevelopment. At one
time photographers had to stock four or
five grades of enlarging paper to correct
for these conditions and get the right
degree of contrast.
To eliminate this expensive, unwieldy
situation, scientists developed "Varigam" variable contrast photographic
paper. With "Varigam," the whole
procedure of getting different degrees
of contrast is reversed. Instead of using
several ^grades of paper, the photographer uses only one. He gets variation
in contrast by use of filters that control
the wave lengths of light reaching the
paper, thereby getting finer degrees of
contrast than are otherwise possible.
The action of "Varigam" depends
on the' ability of certain dyes to extend
the sensitivity of silver halide emulsions
beyond the blue and blue-green regions.
This effect was well known to scientists.
But "Varigam" has an added feature
—it gives high contrast in the blue por-

'ewart-Merritt Co.
26 South Main Street
Greenville, S. C.
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tion of the spectrum and is also sensitive to light in the green region, with
low contrast.

which are attached to the lens of the enlarger, range from blue for high contrast to yellow, which cuts out the blue
almost entirely an'd gives low contrast.
In between are" eight grades of filters
with intermediate degrees of blue and
yellow light transmission. All of the filters are made in such a way that neither
light nor printing time needs to be
varied as filters are changed, except^the"
last two on the blue end. These require
approximately twice the time of the
others.
In "Varigam," made by Du Pont,
chemical science has given the photographer new economy and convenience
in printing, and a degree of contrast
control more precise than is possible
with any combination of dommercial
papers.

"Varigam" the work of many men
The first job was one for the physical
chemists. Silver halide emulsions, normally sensitive to blue light, had to be
made to give maximum contrast when
exposed to light in this region.
It was known that certain dyes would
extend the sensitivity of the emulsion
over as far as the infra-red. But they
were not practical for photographic paper, being aifected by the red safety
light used in the darkroom. Research by
chemists showed that certain dyes such
as l:l'-diethylthiopseudocyanine iodide
extended the light sensitivity only to
the green region. And, most important,
they produced low contrast when used
in lower-than-normal concentrations.
When such a dye was combined with
high-contrast silver halide emulsion,
the result was an emulsion that gave
high-contrast prints when exposed to
blue light, and low-contrast prints when
exposed to green light.
Physicists Develop Filters
Physicists made this contrast control a
reality by preparing sharp-cutting filters that allow the user to control his
printing light selectively. These filters,

Questions College Men ask
about working with Du Pont
What types of training are needed?
The majority of openings for college graduates at
Du Pont are in technical work and are usually ia
chemical, physical, or^biological research; chemical, mechanical, civil, electrical, or industrial
engineering. Openings are available from time to
time in other fields, including architecture, ceramics, metallurgy, mining, petroleum and textile
engineering, geology, mathematics, accounting,
law, economics, and journalism. Write for booklet,
"The Du Pont Company and the College Graduate," 2521-C Nemours Building, Wilmington 98,
Delaware.
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
...THROUGH CHEMISTRY

More facts about Dit Pont—Listen to "Cavalcade
of America," Mondays, 8 P.M., EST on NBC

CAROLINA STAGES
Operated by old Clemson man
Harrish Turner
o
Schedules Leaving Clemson For:
Anderson
A.M. 7:40, 11:04
P.M. 1:24, 7:15
Greenwood and Columbia
A.M. 7:40, 11:04
P.M. 1:24, 3:55

3.
4.

Newberry
P.M. 3:55
Union, Rock Hill, Charlotte
A.M. 11:04
P.M. 1:24
Greenwood
A.M. 7:40, 11:04
P.M. 1:24, 3:55, 7:15

Charter Trips Contact the Home Office, Spartanburg,
S. C. or Branch Office, Anderson, S. C.
For additional information, fares and schedules, con.
tact local agent.
WE HAUL EXPRESS
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Normal print (center) can be obtained from either a "soft" negative (left) or a "hard'
negative (right), using "Varigam" variable contrast paper.

Talk of ffi£ Town
Bv CHARLIE STILL
.1
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Religious Emphasis Week A Success
It is gratifying to note the number of students who voluntarily turned out to the convocations that were held in
the college chapel all this week. All four days saw the students file in to fill the entire lower floor up, and all three
• balconies were over half filled.
At all past Religious Emphasis Weeks it has been the
custom to obtain softie ;of the best Christian leaders in the
South to lead the services here, and this week has been no
exception.Tlie main speaker of the convocations, Dr. John
Branscomb, of Orlando, Florida, brought four noteworthy
messages that the students of Clemson, four that should be
practiced in all days of the year instead of just the four days
that they were heard.
Clemson was indeed fortunate to have had not only Dr.
Branscomb on the campus, but all the other denominational
ministers who were here and gave their time so that this
might be a better Clemson while we are still here, and for
others who are to follow. We trust that their stay here was
enjoyable, enlightening as well as beneficial. The speakers,
students, and all those involved in the programs are to be
commended for their successful work.

Some System For Donee Week-Ends
Clemson's largest dance week-end has just passed and
the Central Dance Association is to be congratulated on the
fine series of dances that were put on. Everything went off
pretty smoothly except for a little while just before the dance
ended Saturday night.
Several gripes have come from the ROTC students that
their names were taken at the informal dance on Saturday
Ke:ause of their wearing civilian clothes. The Officer of
the Day obtained some thirty or forty names of cadets getting out of the "ole rig" for awhile. It was taken into consideration and decided not to "bust" the boys who were
caught, because it was realized that there was no way of
checking all cade Is who were wearing civilian clothes. The
only ones who were caught were those known only by the
Officer of the Day.
Before the war when the school was one hundred per
cent ROTC, students were allowed to wear "cits" to informal
dances. However, this directive has since been changed,
and cadets are to wear their uniform at all dances, except
formal affairs where a tux may be worn.
No one is being condemned for any directives including
the one talked about above. However, we feel that if the
directive heretofore mentioned is to be carrid out in fairness
Jo all concerned, some type of system should be devised in
which all students disobeying said directive might be dealt
with in equal manner, and not just those who happen to be
known by the cadet officer in charge for that day.' For future dances, we would like to see a plan by which this present
directive might be carried out one hundred per cent, or rescind the' latter regulation and revert back to the prewar
style where ii will be optional for ROTC students to wear
either uniform or civilian clothes.

Someone's Blocking Our Eyes
We commend heartily the motives and efforts of those
students who have been trying to influence sportsmanlike
behavior among the spectators at our home basketball
games. They seem to be aware of a fact which many of us
sometimes are prone to overlook: at our home games, any
"Boo",'any attempt to. upset a visiting player's free-throw
try by a sudden disturbance, any other type of off.color behavior, will be attributed to Clemson College and its students
even though the persons responsible may be outsiders who
have no official connection with the college.
We believe that visiting Tiger sympathizers who mean
well but don't "realize just how much damage such action
can do to the reputation of their favorite school and to ourselves, its students, are responsible for these occasional departures from good taste. Do college students have sufficient age, experience, and mental capacity to decide which
things to leave in the adolescent brackets and which to carry
forward into college activities? Should we and can we keep
the hecklers quiet, and let them know that we know they do
Us more harm than good?
Remember that we endorse an act when we permit it to
take place. And however false it may be, if the word gets
around that the "Country Gentlemen" aren't mature enough
to value sportsmanship properly, it may hinder our efforts
to secure and hold the best positions after we leave school.
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S ays
Last week I was deeply impressed with what Clemson men
are doing toward making life
happier for everybody and toward opening the doors for other Clemson men.
I had the privilege of going
through the great RCA plant at
Camden, New Jersey, where television sets are being made in
mass production. There I saw the
wonders of scientific achievement embodied in the creation
of this practical instrument
which, it seems to me, will
cause the home to become more
and more a palace. Movie houses
may soon become a thing of the
past because movies as well as
athletics and current news can
be seen so well in the comforts
of the home through the powers
of television.
Mr. J. A. Milling, a Clemson
graduate and one of RCA's VicePresidents and a progressive one

at that, took me to lunch with their alma mater sometime durthe directing heads of the RCA ing the past ten years for a visit.
organization and he saw to it I was much impressed by their
that I spoke on Clemson and interest in what the college is
on what it is doing to educate, doing to improve scholarship
and train men for scientific ad- and strong, basic education. Folvancement. ' When I had real- lowing the adjournment after a
ized what the Clemson men, at very long session, the men stood
some
least seven of them, were doing .around in small groups "for
1
to perfect television and when I, time enjoying a visit "' among
had visualized what it will some themselves. Over in one corner
day mean to South Carolinians, Stribling, Brown, Thomas and
I could not have a feeling that Wigington, recent graduates of
Clemson graduates had to re- Clemson, now with RCA, were
projecting curves and applying
main in South Carolina in order mathematics to their problems
to do worthwhile things for our as I have so often seen small
comfort and progressiveness.
groups of students do at lunch
In Philadelphia that same time in the student lunch room.
Clemson men in top positions
evening when the ice was at its
worst stage, there was a large looking out for Clemson men of
gathering of Clemson men, many tomorrow! Clemson men perof them'heading top positions in fecting matters ' that inevitably
the General Electric Company will mean much to everybody!
..and . other . organizations, and This' is- a source of pride demost of. whom had returned to serving of' our recognition.

t
On . Thursday, February 12,
the A. A. U. W. met in the Y.
M. C. A., with Mrs. David Watson, Mrs. L. R. Booker, Mrs.
"(ester, and Mrs. Hugh -McGarity as hostesses. The prori war, in charge of the Social
Studies Committee, which presented Dr. E. E. Waite as guest
speaker. Dr. .Waite's subject
was "Mental Hygiene". Mr.
Howland, of Greenville, explained the Blue Cross.
The Anderson .Rotary held its
annual Ladies Night meeting in
the Clemson Mess Hall on Friday, February 13th. Although
some folks say such a date is
unlucky, your Chatterer has
heard only good reports of the
meeting.
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff and
Mr. Roy Cooper represented the
local Y at the meeting of the Y.
M. C. A. Secretaries of Colleges
of the Southern Area on February 14 and 15, at Atlanta. Mr.
Holtzy also took the swimming
team to'' Atlanta and Athens,
where they competed in swim-,
ming with Emory University on
February 13th and with ; the
University of Georgia on the
14th.

By Thomas TkWjCiHHngs
>n
Due to' this Yankee weather ,bj2 interested to note that State
that has invaded our fair town Representative Harry Agnew, a
Maj. Harry WiUrerson slipped student at the University Law
on the ice^. which resulted in a School, recently protested the
allocation of $135,000 in state
broken shoulder. ,
Mrs. Virginia Jackson spent surplus to the University of
the week-end in Montgomery, South Carolina for the , expansion of the football stadium. In
Alabama.,
On Monday, February 16, the his talk he stated: "That apparD. A. R. held its monthly meet- ently removes all chances of the
ing with Mrs. Brock, Mrs. Evans, Carolina-Clemson game ever beMrs. Morgan and Mrs. Dargan ing played at Clemson."
The U. D. C. will hold a meas hostesses. Mr. Ralph Cain,
President of Tamassee School, morial service on Monday, Feband three of the students pre- ruary 23, for the late Mrs. Masented part of the program. nor Martin. Mrs. Martin was
Mrs. F. H. H. Calhoun, past Vice the last charter U. D. C. memPresident General of the D. A. ber living on the campus. The
R., gave a speech on "Why Ta- meeting will be held at the home
of Mrs. P. S. McCollum.
massee".
The Chatterer extends conMrs. J. D. Harcbmbe is visiting her nephew, Don Wentzel, gratulations to Miss Jean Duncan, who was recently selected
in Tennessee.
Congratulations are in order by the D. A. R. to receive the
for Dr. R. F. Poole on his elec- Citizenship award from the D.
tion to the presidency of the A. R. to a student of the ClemSouthern Agricultural Workers son-Calhoun High School.
Mr. John F. Childs, mill inAssociation when it met in
spector' of Atlanta, recently visWashington last week.
Mrs. A. B. Bryan and Mrs. D. ited the Nash Grays.
Dr. Donald H. Brown, '43, who
H. Henry have as their guest
their sister, Mrs. Dean, of Spar- finished Emory Dental'* School
last June, has established an
tanburg.
All friends of Clemson should office in Liberty, S. C.

*P>iem Ot&en @ol(eye 1Raf&
By BILL BERRY
The shortage seems to be affecting everything, this time it's jokes,
and "News From Other College
Rags" is suffering something
awful. But then I guess it's time
for someone other than the readers to suffer.
Let's try this little poem for a
start;, we dug it out of the Florida
Alligator.
She's an angel in truth, a demon
in fiction
A woman's the strangets of all
contradiction
She's afraid of a roach, she'll
scream at a mouse
But she'll tackle a man as big as
a house
She'll take him for better; she'll
take him for worse
She'll split open' his head and then
be his nurse
And when he is well and gets out
of bed
She'll pick up a pot and sling it
at his head

She's faithful, deceitful, keen
sighted and blind
She's crafty, she's cruel, she's
simple, she's kind
She'll lift a man up, she'll cast a
man down
She'll make him her hero, her '
ruler, her clown
You'll fancy that she's this, but
you find she's that
For she will 'play like a kitten and
fight like a cat
In the morning she will; in the
evening she-, won't
You are always expecting that she
will but she WON'T;
Of course this is only opinion?
He: "Let's get married or something."
She: "Let's get married or nothing." —Florida Alligator.
The moral o'f this: you never get
something for nothing. ■•Two Of A Kind
"I just got out of prison this
morning," a traveler told his seat
mate on the train. "It's going to
be tough, facing old friends."

"I can sympathize with you,"
said the other. "I'm just getting
home from the state legislature."
We don't know where that joke
came from, but the truth- in it is
is greater than fiction.
If all the students who sleep in
class were laid end to end—they
would be more comfortable.—By
the pen of some fellow sleeper.
Customer in store: "Don't you
take anything off for cash?"
Salesgirl: "SIR!"
The price of living sure has
gone up. .
"I took her to a show, bought
her a dinner, and then went to a
night club. Then do yoju know
what she said?"
"No."
"Oh, then you've hadr:her out,
too."
;
Well, we guess we'll have to
leave on that one, but we would
greatly appreciate you ajl. letting
us know what you would like to
see in this column. We know,
some jokes, but others than that.

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Review of "Extra-Curricula"
"Hack to the old grind" is the current
philosophy after a varied assortment of religious, intellectual, and social highlights
during the past several days. It all began
last Thursday night with the Markova-Dolin
Ballet, which was followed by Mid.Winters.
A more serious vein of thinking .came
with some quite interesting^ and enlighten
ing Religious Emphasis convocations featuring speakers of each denomination on
the campus.
To Go Or Not To Go
Although all three of these "February
highlights" were well attended, many students failed to avail themselves of these op.
portunities'for cultural, social, and spiritual
development. Oftentimes in the midst of
studies and other work, we forget the con.
tributions made by so-called "extra-curricu.
lar" activities to that process called education. All knowledge cannot be found in
textbooks, and although studies should,
come first, the well-rounded college man
cannot afford to neglect any opportunities
for self-improvement.
The organizations and administration of
Clemson has made available to the student
body the abilities and talents of some of
America's leading personages of virtually
every field. The Concert Series offers such
artists as Fritz Kreisler, Lauritz Melchior
and Patrice Munsel, to mention a few.
Through the technical groups some of the
country's outstanding scientists are brought
to the campus. Last but not least, the Central Dance Association makes it possible to
have a ''name band" for at least one danee
during the school year.
All these "outsiders" contribute to.the de.
velppment of the student in one way or an
other. Activities such as lectures and concerts may be dull now, but in later years
they may have a great deal of bearing on
the social advantages (or disadvantages) of
an individual. There's nothing to lose in
the long run, so why not give them a try?.

v

.v.

It Was Worth It!
Red ink is again in demand down at the
CDA office, but our hats.'are off to them
for one of the finest dances held at the Field
House in many moons. The top-flight band
of Elliott Lawrance lived up Jo all its press
clippings in furnishing music to a crowd
which literally covered the floor on several
occasions. Except for a few objections to
the limited dancing space available Satur.
day night, student comment was highly favorable. The short "concerts" given by the
orchestra and vocalists brought-on rounds
of enthusiastic applause.
The dance itself was relatively "clean"
of fights and overenthu,siasm for the virtues of alcohol at least until the closing
minutes of the Saturday night affair. The
most noticeable smudge on Midwinters was
a short-lived conflict between two "out.of.
town" guests; most of the "Country Gentlemen*' behaved in a quite acceptable man.
per.
The "Third Party"
A matter of public interest for some time,
the question of a third theater at Clemson,
once more may well occupy the pedestal of
student interest. Construction has been an
progress for some time on the new building,
and it may possibly be in operation by the
end of the summer. .True, the new theater
presents a more modern auditorium, and
possibly more comforts'ahd conveniences;
however, it must be remembered that from
the standpoint of student interest,1 the "third
party" can prove to be a liability rather than
an asset.
Pictures are shown at the YMCA at less
expense .to the movie palrOns than at most
•commercial" theaters, and yet .the.. YMCA
maintains a favorable record as-compared
.with movie houses in nearby towns/ Also
one must remember that the funds derived
from "Y" pictures come\both directly and
indirectly back to the student in the program
of the YMCA.

of That It Matters
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN . . .
IF
Young had no more keys to
collect? (A Blue Key meeting
would surely think of some new
organization to add to the present five hundred odd on. the
campus. Perhaps a local chapter of I Felta Thigh.) . . . Oscar
said something pleasant, about
someone? (A new'Oscar would
be hurriedly hunted for.) ..." . It
didn't rain on weekends. (One
day a year would be set aside in
commemoration. Four minutes
of silence at high noon.) . . .
The C. D. A. were to make a
profit on a dance? (It would
soon trickle away in celebration.) . . . Someone met a deadline on the Tiger? (We lost one
editor doing that.) . . . Thornhill were to lose his keys? (He'd
walk unrecognized.) . . . J. O.
were to venture into the Taps
office? (As one of his staff says,
quote "Never heard of him," unquote.) . . . Furnow were to pass
a student. (I might have gone
on to 306.) . . . Godwin were to
stick to one girl. (One? Understand he expects two for the
next dance.) . . . Landrith were
to lose his bowtie? (He'd cut
classes til he found it.) . . . Giles
were to study. (The Math. Dept.
would have missed his smiling
countenance those
last two
years.) . . . Rhyne were to give
up the Blue Key? (They'd, miss
him there, too!) . . . Mandanis
couldn't sell his three petticoats?
(He'd have to return them to
the girls that left them in his
room over the weekend.) . . .
The O. D. had let that high
spirited girl into the barracks
this weekend? (Censored) . . .
Kirven weren't Oscar? (I'd lose

By LEONARD MAGRUDER
my quarter.) . . . Watson were
to get into the Tiger Brotherhood?
(He'd want the. , next
■Worlds Fair to be held at Clemson.) . ..•. You eouldsee by the.
new lights' in the Library? (The
sale's i-of ;■ flashlights: at .Keller's
would drop sharply.) ..... . The
Drum--and Bugle Corp. were to
-. be r einstated? (Coke sales
would.increase.) . -. . Taps were
to come.out on itme? (Now this I
column is getting silly.) . . i,
. Campus organizations, were to
do something. (Anything!) . . -.
;iSomeone., .were to laugh- while
reading this column? (I;would
i be most appreciative.) . . .
This is being written during
a particularly boring E. E. class,
even more so than the first time
1 took it. As the professor's
voice etches itself into the walls
of time, let's observe some of
the inmates. George next to me
is outstandingly brilliant, but he
is constantly reminding the prof
of his illustrious presence by
interrupting continually with
the most irrevalent questions.
Jack there has hot. prepared for
the lesson and from the look, in •
his* eyes he bemoans his fate as
a college man in that spitbarls ■
are supposedly but of "place.
What a time he could have with
that professor's bald plate. "Cos
wt is . . ." Cosine!
Discouragement dulls Bill's
eyes as . he remembers his not
knowing what a cosine is and
that the day of reckoning; when
it will be found out is "close at
hand. Joe is genuinely interested in the course but would just
as soon re-read the lesson himself as hear it quoted, thus the
book in his hand. . Pardon!
Closer inspection reads "Forever

Amber." Jack on the back row
is filling the room with the sharp
stataco of his' fingernail clipper,
smilingly remembering his girl's
request .that he do so.- Over to
my left sits a:, nattily dressed
Veteran, conscious of'his; distinguished: presence- and Romeo
Haystack, profile he- plays the
.part of, s*iririg faithfully at the
blackboard. ■ Slouched down in
the:seat, pencil-behind-his ear,
is the "Know, it: All", giving.the
impression.. of.-boredom at the
' elementariness .o£' ihe'■ course
when actually, this is his-, third
. time ■ around. Frank, appears to
■ ibE/igazingi out the.window,- but
actually I he -is cocking an. ear to
hear the- bell. Another makes
his impatience, more known,
with watch in hand, winding it,
shaking it, banging it oh the table. Behind me is the' Lost
Weekend. Groaning at his Jack
of sleep, with a planned stumble to his walk and drowsiness
in his eyes, he casts a quick
glance about the room now and
then to see if anyone is noticing
his plight.. He hopes;that these
tactics will- result in questioning
and the opportunity to reluctantly tell the -whole--story of
his week-end escapades and
conquests. Mac, in front of me,
certainly isn't very tactful as
his wheeze; which might soon
develop into' a full-fledged
snore, combines with the clippers and the droning most unharmonipusly. , At-last the bell
chimes in to bring the concert
to a most thunderous close. The
professor lowers his baton and
class is dismissed as the audience shuffles from the hall,
heatedly discussing the selections.

(fytHfafo /4%accad Me 'Ptefa&t,
By CHARLOTTE HAY
Jennie Reid Fowler has returned to her home in Hickory, N. C,
after visiting her brother-in-law
and sister, Sara and Jack Bradfield of Unit 67, Colonial Circle.
Taking advantage of the first
sunshiny Sunday in many weeks,
Emily (Mrs. W. E.) Ashley of Unit
314, Meadow Lane, drove down
to Honea Path, S. C, to spend the
day with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. F. E. Wilson. Accompanying her were Fannie (Mrs. J. B.)
Black and small daughter,
Florence Dell, of Unit 174, Milkyway. Fannie visited her parents,
Mr.- and Mrs. J. T. Ashley.
Doug and Evelyn Lytle of Unit
62, Colonial Circle, recently were
the guests of ; Charles and Betty
Brown of Anderson, S. C.
Little Cynthia Bates, daughter
of Emery and Margaret Bates of

Unit 342, G Street, was christened
at the Holy Trinity Episcopal
Church following the Sunday
morning services. Margaret's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. Payne
Allen, came over from Rock Hill
on Saturday for the christening.
Earl Roberts and Emery Orahood, Clemson alumni, were on
the campus for the Mid-Winter
dance series and visited friends in
the Village. Earl, who was Cadet
Colonel here his senior year, is
now in business in Athens, Ga.;
Emery is Sales Engineer for the
Reliance Company with . head-,
quarters around Birmingham, Ala.
Bob and Mildred Folk of Unit
333, G Street, seem to have had
open-house this past week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Pruitt and their
son of Belton were their week-end
guests, and Mildred's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. G. D. Godfrey, and her

brother, Jerry, came over from
Woodruff on Sunday. Mrs. R. H.
Folk, Bob's mother is now visiting her Son and daughter-in-law
and will return to her home in
Belton this week-end.
Little Bill Davis, Jr., son of Sgt.
and Mrs. W! T. Davis of Unit 195,
Woodridge Street, celebrated his
first birthday with a party last
week. His small guests included
Shelley and Mish Barnett, Robert
Vermillion, .Doodle Godwin,
Johnny Lang'ford, Ross Williams,
and Sani Hunter.
The English department is interested in obtaining the assistance
of a veteran's wife who is a competent theme reader, preferably,
a college graduate with a major
or minor in English. Anyone interested in this, please contact
Prof. C. B. Green, Room 33, Main
Building.
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Look back down the roadway of in the road which looked like
life over which you have passed mountains,until you passed them.
and you will smile at the pebbles

An Ole. Man Gives
Young Men Advice
(Ed. note: The following article, which will appear in the
Tiger in two or three issues, was contributed by F. J. Jervey, of, Washington, D. C. It is an American Ordinance Association business letter,
and is entitled "Advice to a Young Man From an Older One.")
My dear .Robert—You ask me to lay down for you a formula for
success in life—a difficult task, indeed, but I will try my best to give
you some ofrthe basic virtues on which a successful life must.be built.
. J will attempt to give you a' long-range program—a program for
your life's work to be accomplished over the years, not a program for
immediate success.
In the first place, you must de-# fine what is meant by success be they reach maturity; this group
fore you can plan to achieve it. can do little thinking and planYou must have a definite objec- ning for themselves. There are
tive.
16 per cent who have the normal
'' Do ■ you wish to acquire great intelligence of a person of mariches? r Do you aspire to , be- ture age, 9Vz- per cent who have
come a leader in industry? Do superior intellect, and only 4V2
you wish to acquire a reputation 'per cent who have very superior
as a scientist or an engineer? Or, intelligence.
.possibly, you. may have no ambiWe can immediately state that
tion to become great and are lookthe 70 per cent, having low inteling forward tb'a quiet, norma!,
lect, must be provided for or
useful life which you can develop to the maximum of your guided by the 30 per cent who
have normal to highly superior
mental and physical ability.
Success means 'the accomplish- intellect. This is exactly what is
taking place throughout the counment of a definite objective.
try.
One thing is certain: we all
You have succeeded in entercan't be' great leaders, great
ing college, and the expectation
scientists, nor possess great1 riches.
is that you will graduate. This
To achieve any of these we ourselves must be. ,OMtstan.dir:». pos- would, indicate that .your jgM|J~
sess a combination of virtues, and "gCiiCd will be found at soWelevei
Have more tharrour' fair share of within the 30 Der cent group.
There are thousands of other
luck. We must, therefore, look
at things in a .realistic manner, boys, however, who have not had
for we are living in a realistic the advantage of a college course.
Among them there are many who
world.
rank high in intelligence and
You are fortunate to be a stu-!who haJe squired great knowldent in one of our best engineer- 1 'a&- Y°u should not be suring colleges, which-immediately Pnsed' therefore, to find many
gives you arledge, over those less noncollege men working their
fortunate. But you. should, know w<^ UP to the.toP °ver, college
just what this engineering course bred' men who may lack one or
can and cannot do for you, as more of the essential qualificamany fall into the fatal error of tions for success.
will depend on a numbelieving that when they grad- berSuccess
of things: your intelligence,
uate they are fitted for immediate
the amount of general and worldsuccess.
ly knowledge you have acquired
>} All your college course can do and knowledge of your particular
for you is to coordinate your pro- work, tireless effort and your amcess of thinking and analysis. You bition to. progress, your moral
are taught a little of a great'many honesty, your ability to work with
subjects but it is not intended that others as a team, your ability to
when you graduate, you will be raise and lower your own level
killed in any or all of them. The to the level of intelligence of
purpose is1 to give ybu a bird's- those with whom you must work
eye view of the various subjects and to do this so simply and easwhich you have elected to study; ily that it becomes unndticed.
to teach you certain basic principles; to show you where to obYou should realize that knowltain specific information when edge and intelligence are two sepyou may need ii and help them arate and distinct attributes. You
you may heed it^and'then how'to must possess-both to succeed in a
use it.
big way.
The college course also endeavBut even higher intelligence
ors, to build character and to in- and great knowledge are not sufstill in you the .ethics of your ficient if you wish to direct or
chosen profession.
manage other people.
When you: graduate you. will be • < You must train yourself to
filled with .theories and formulae, make decisions quickly after you
but you. will, have no practical have the facts. You must not
experience eithei-"in your profes- temporize,, as this is fatal in an
executive.
sion or in industrial flie.;
You may obtain an engineering
Your diploma, is not a guarantee tjxat Sou. ■\giH'.ib» a. success in degree, but this does not mean
the 'world or even in your pro- that you will follow engineering
fession.. It simply means that ail your lfie. There »are thous>ypu. have servfed a sort of techni- ands of top executives in -o v r
cal, apprenticeship and are now great industries who were trained
prepared to enter..upon; your* life's as engineers; now they are manwork.; Your advanced training, aging or merchandising. Their
therefore, must be obtained in in- college course, however, has bejn
dustry, whether it be.in, engineer- just as useful to them in their
ing, chemistry, electricity, or in present work as . it, would have
been if they had remained in enbusiness administration.
. Get this clearly in your mind gineering.
As you progress in life you may
and you will have made the first
great forward step for future de- find you are better suited and
more interested in work other
velopment.
than engineering.
*
Don't be afraid to change jobs
You should realize that you
will be working in a country often if the work you are doing
where 70 per cent.of the entire fails to absorb your thoughts and
population h av- e intellects of energy completely. But do all
Children 14 year,s and under when your changing if possible before
•.:■:
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POETS' CORNER

m'm

By J. W. Bradfieid
We wish to-exoress our sincere apnreciation. of the splendid efforts, by George lyloisson who originated this column. We hope that
his name will continue to appear frequently on this page in the future.
This'column is primarily for those among the student body who wish
to express their creative urges in-poetic form: please do not hesitate
to contribute. Mail contributions to P. O. Box 502;- mail "drop dead"
letters to wherever they drop dead letters.
AT THE BALLET
, -Oih builder, would -I knew your name
That I could hang the cloak of shame
Upon the mind that placed my chair
So all I saw was neck and hair.
For all I'savvy of girls on toes
I might as well have had a nose
As monstrous as the lady's hat
That loomed in front of where I sat.
S<9' there I sat, forlorn -and mad,
As if I were a pickled Shad,
Or middle olive in a jar,
Or peanut in a Harshey bar.
There nf-olc upon me. unaware,
As I was squirming in my chair, ■
A sweet enchantment born of string
And,wire and notes designed to sing.
I had forgotten, in my spite,
That music only was the might
That prompted earthly feet to dance,
That ears, not eyes, .conceive its trance.
Though others may have seen the cast,
The joy I, found wiil longer last;
At violins in sweet duet,
My heart begins to pirouette.
AT THE DANCE
In these days of tricks and fads,
Young ladies find the use of pads
' Judiciously placed about their chest
Cause manly escorts much unrest.

v

AFTER THE DANCE
Girls who creep in late,
Coming home from a date,
Should wear a shoe size three
Instead of a number eight.

_
v
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-r*R SAYS-

"AR.SAYS-

"Tham" McGregor should get"Wink" Godwin could be beton the ball and get the past due ter called the goat after his recent
Agrarian .circulated.
Winthrop episode.
IOSOAR SAYS

"SCM> "SAY1^

-OSCAR SAYS-

IOSCAP SAYS

"Parson" Ballentine is doing a
"Bird Brains" Shook believes ir
pronto job of getting the minds of showing his — — — where it'll
the chow hounds off the food.
show most.
"Doll" Kirven has vacated the
just because "Wind" Reynolds
library "queens"—could he have was once president of Tiger
the laundry in mind?
Brother doesn't mean he should
:—OSCAR SAYS—
■
die in office.
Magruder is as lousy as Lan-OSCAR SAYSdrith in his literary attemots,
Cecil Hodge went first class this
V
-OSCAR PA '-.
week-end—pinch that bottle!
"Muscle-bound" Miller is really
OSCAR SAYS
melting away—scould be that mar"Boy Scout" Bratckett believes
in giving "Zibe" Hiatt and Bob
ried life, eh what?
-"<ir<R «AYSJoy a hard time because he didn't
another black sheep has turn- turn senior.
ed to Arts and Sciences—"Romeo"
May under the auspices of "Phew"
"Gold Braid" Barfield makes a
Shealy known to many as "pos- pure substitute for "horse" Kensum."
nedy.
n
-sr«

ii«i»wj „«.i iuituuu, ociiooi reporter tor tne uapitol KecSFJtS *n~
foration Bureau, interviews baritone Gordon MacRa'e upon Ms
arrival in Hollywood to start radio and otion picture contracts
for CBS and Warner Bros.
you are thirty. By that time yov
really should have found ihe kind
of work you are most interested
in, work to which you can devote
your best effort and be happy. If
you change jobs often after you
are thirty you may be looked upon as a rolling stone, and no one
will have confidence in you.
Put off marriage until, you have
found yourself.
Have a good job where you can
earn enough to support a family
—a job where you are positive
that you are able to give full
Value to'your employer with the
reasonable certainty that you will
be able to remain employed during slack periods as well as during booms.
The greatest danger to the stability of your job is that you
may be overpaid and will be one
of the first to be dropped when
signs of a depression appear or
business falls off.
Again, may I suggest that a
boy leaving school and rushing
into marriage fails to realize that
when he has reached thirty, has
obtained a firm position in the
world, has acquired the friendship of progressive and prosperous associates, he will, in many
cases, be attracted by an entirely
different sort of girl than when
he was twenty.
A wife must be capable of developing with her husband. Can
either help or ruin his career.
What she lacks will have to 'be
made up through greater ability
and effort' on his " part. Sometimes this proves impossible. The
lives of many capable men have
been ruined by an unfortunate
marriage.
' As a single man you can move
about to. any part i)f the country
where an opportunity is presented; take almost any kind of a job
if the prospects seem good, regardless of the salary offered.
If you are married you cannot
always do this—you must stay
put, and you must earn enough
to support your family regardless.
You cannot, therefore, take normal and reasonable .chances
which might be to your advantage.
Kad you asked me the same
question twenty years ago I
would have stressed the importance of saving every dollar possible to build up a fund, to be
employed, first for the education
of children, then to provide for
vour family in old age.
Saving is still important—very
important—whether it be in the
form of a savings account, insurance, a home of your own, or in
sound securities.
But conditions today are not
the same as they were- twenty
years ago.
,
In those days we were all free
io do as we pleased. If we were
intelligent, hard working, and
{
hrifty, we could rapidly acquire
"nough knowledge to go into
business for ourselves, keep practically all our earnings to reinvest in our enterprise, gradually
build up an estate for or family,
and provide amply for the future.
Under present conditions it is
virtually impossible to build up
an estate through savings and
careful investment which will
suffice to provide for our family
when we are gone or for our old
age. . We must, therefore, change
our plans accordingly:
Assuming that you are a normal, intelligent, hardworking man
with a desire to get ahead in the
world, your best chance is to become associated with a thoroughly sound enterprise which produces something that has consumer acceptance and , national
distribution. Such a concern
usually has some form of retirement compensation which is paid
to employees after they reach the
retirement age. There are many

PLATTER
CHATTER
By Dave Spiner
Gordon MacRae is a man to remember! You will be hearing
much about him during 1948. He
has just started work on a seven
year "film contract with Warner
Brothers, guaranteeing three
starring pictures a year. Jean
Maison, school correspondent for
Capitol Records, sums up Gordon^Jn one sentence: "He's a
darr^ swell guy!"
Vaughn Monroe is making visual use of the sharp impetus he
and his band have been given by
the heavy click of their RCA Victor recording of the tune, "Ballerina." On stage at the RKOBoston Theatre, Monroe built a
production number } around his
arrangement of the tune, suing an
actual ballerina as background for
his vocalizing. The girl twirled
under a subdued spot.
Dizzy Gillespie's
triumphant
tour of Sweden and the Continent starts off on February, 26t.
with an itinerary which wiyfflih
most of the outstanding caj
of the European seaboard. The
sensational "Be Bop" maestro's
tour v/as instigated by popular
demand and already is sold out
in many of the' maor qities. Europeans long have been most progressive as regards jazz, and
gloated ' and beret-ed Gillespie
cults no doubt now will spring up
in Stockholm, Amsterdam, and
Paris once the Be Bop rhythms
rock these Continental capitals.
such concerns in various kinds of
hidustry, so it should not be difficult to select some industry in
which you could become really
interested; then associate yourself
with one of the companies within
that industry.
A permanent job with the right
company is today a better guarantee for your future than anything else under our present senisocialistic government.
A permanent job, however, depends on several conditions. The
company must be recognized as
a permanent unit in our national economy. . You must occupy a position which you can
really fill and . give full value
received for the amount you are
paid; otherwise your job is not
secure. Then you must constantly prepare yourself to step up to
a higher position when it becomes available, studying the relationship of your job to do all
jobs about you.
In seeking .a job, don't make
the usual mistake of placing a
value on your ability. The mair;
tning is to get the right job with
the right concern. The amount
they offer you. to start means
nothing, as you may be certain
that your various virtues and your
ability, as well as your shortcomings, will be carefully appraised
by your superiors, and your compensation will be quickly adjusted to them.
If I could only imnress noon
you the fact that really competent,, energetic men of high intelligence are about the scarcest
things found in every concern,
you would quickly realize that
■management will do everything
humanly possible to hold such
men in their organizations, especially if they possess executive;,
ability an d are scientifically
trained, for such men make better top executives than those
who ', advance through other
branches in industry.

PAVS

-^SCA"?

OSCAR SAYS

SAYS

FM. 22-5 Black ought to wake
"Dolt" Gettys is trying to get
some book larnin' this semester. up and cackle—a certain he didn't
know who had a fine late date
Fat chance!
OSCAR SAYS
early Sunday morning.
OSCAR SAYS
"Bugs Bunny" Lewis should
this week-end brought out the
spend more time in the Taps and
less with the redheads. Some scotch in "Tight Wad" Addison.
people can. get conceited over any- He'd bum thirty miles ratherjthan
thing.
take her to the dances.

BETWEEN
THE
OOK-ENDS
By Dave Spiner
EAGLE IN THE SKY
F. van Wyck Mason
Eagle In the Sky traces the lives
and careers of three newly certified doctors during the final
years of the War for Independence. In the end one succumbs
to love, another devotes his life
to medicine, and the third schemes
his way to financial success. The
author describes authentically the
speech, dress, and 'historical background of that period, as well as
the primitive 18th century medical cures and surgical methods.
BENEATH SO KIND A SKY
Julien and Milling
A magnificent collection of photographs representing every section of South Carolina. Rarely
pictured scenes of the houses and
lands of the Middle and Up Country are charmingly presented. It
is a book especially interesting to
every South Carolinian and lover
of beauty.
DANGEROUS WORDS
Philip Wittenberg
" Written by an authority in the
field of libel, Dangerous Words is
designed to give public personnages advance information on
what can and cannot be construed
as libel. Illustrations and specific
quotations are advantageously
used as examples in order to give
to the reader a^more definite picture of the pitfalls which may
arise.

Spike Jones iis playing a special command performance for the
President. Occasion is President
Truman's press ball in Washington, March 6. The President always has expressed a desire to
see Jones in action, but previously FBI had nixed a City Slicker
performance in the Capital because of the hazards involved in
Jones' bang-up style.of performance which involves pistols, cowbells and additional pandemonium. For this appearance, however, the FBI will sit in with the
Jones band.'
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UNIVERSITY OP
NORTH CAROLINA,

"Have a pack of Dentyne. It's fine after me,als!"
"Just as I reached my boiling point I gave
the chef a pack of Dentyne. That got tne'
out of the royal stew fast! Naturally—because Dentyne's keen, delicious flavor always makes friends fast!,Derttyne al»o '■
helps keep teeth white! "
Dentyne Gum—Made Only By Adam*

<=AY?

"Hats off" Kitchen (rural no
"Lousey" Landrith passes these
more) is really concerned over the long cool nights away dreaming of
"C".
courtesy of the 2nd. battalion per- "J"
""CAR -"AYS
sonnel. He should at least audit
what's with Sir Richard
Englisll 301 before he begins
Hanckel
and Lord John Gravlee.
orating."'
OSCAR SAYS
_^A;--A,e <-,\Y<~
Phil Klinck would do well not
\ '^'Slim" Falhner should run a pd.
adv. in the New York Time? rela- to date the Southern Conference
champ's girl anymore.
tive to his reserve commission
OSCAR SAYS
N
rather than by word of mouth.
'■ij:l-f.'T.'a Shein" should become
ff
-— '■
o^<~*P ftvt;
tour of duty—for
that "pin-up" Hardee is keep- proficient iB bis hecked
wreck.
ing the photographer busy mak- exarcole. the"ui.::
-OSCAR SA YS- n
ing pictures of him in his track
"I dance alone" Ho% should
gear.
be quicker on the trigger?. Maybe
-OSCAR SAYSa
"Eyes" Pate has hit the campus Dottie will give "Bird U°e"
again with maximum velocity. chance next time.
OSCAR SAYS
^fes
Must have been -that northerly
Too bad Haltz had to keep his'
clime.
eyes on the back seat going to Co-r><-CAR SAYSCouldn't ' have been
"Cheek" Allen (Clyde) had a lumbia.
sore tooth Friday but miracles do "Mumps" .. Lewis and "Fifth"
happen—Saturday it was a sweet Young and their dates could it?
OSCAR SAYS
tooth for a certain femme.
"Holy Joe" Morris needn't act
-1
OSCAR SAYS
Jack Shcpard has come back to like he owns the "Y" just because
hog the "bat" while Billy Atkin- he has an ape's chance of being
son sports the high school play- president next , year—a million
dollars.
ground.
OSCAR
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Braces

d

That <?' chestaJ}^TJr«ut the fireman and his red suspenders <P° „5jger holds quite so true. Several years ago,
when merSwfferted climbing into uniforms, the brace lost
quite a bit of ground to the government sponsored belt.
After a hitch in the service (that's a pun, son!) men had
become so accustomed to the belt ,that they continued
wearing them into civilian
life—but civilian belts are
as different from army belts
as tweed is from khaki. The
tooled, western style belt
is one that's becoming a big
favorite on the country's
campuses. It's a hefty belt,
finished with a bold looking filigreed silver buckle.
Another favorite is a cordovan belt; it's a rich, reddish brown tone and the
glossy texture of the cordovan takes on a high glow when
polished^—the higher the better! But if you're of the school
that thinks trousers don't hang properly unless supported
by braces—and this school is large—there are several
types of them around to choose from: the all-elastic type,
the non-elastic ribbon brace with an elastic inset in the
back, and the mesh or knitted type. The loose weave in
these allows a certain amount of give.
Consider both sides

Dear Tcm:
Sitting in, some classes throughout all the schools at Clemson,
students often wonder if they are
college men or are still back in
graded school. I am not referring
to the subject matter being of a
low level but to the constant
quizzing that is shoved at us.
We are treated as mere children
in laying-out our study habits.
In fact, it is nearly impossible for
one to develop his own study
habits—and thus methods of work
—-when the professor decides
when it must be done.
The usual procedure is to give
one quiz every two or three- classes and often every time the qlass
meets. The quiz, in many cases
is not from material already
covered, but is taken from assigned materials.
Such a classroom"" practice is
justified by many teachers because
it "encourages" the student to
study. It may do just that and
may even teach some a little,
but it certainly does not add to
each student's perfecting the
methods best suited to him.
If all classes were carried on
in such a manner, our activities
for the day would be under the
direction of the professors, for to
prepare for these quizzes takes detailed study the day before. It
would take an Einstein to remember for more than 24 hours all the
insignificant and disjointed facts
that one of these "daily doses"
contains.
We come to college to learn
facts, of course, but we also want
to form our own habits, not have
courses rolled at us like pills.
Edwin H. Rhyne.

Fanl's Camera Shop
"Between the Banks"
ANDERSON, S. C.

Anything that gives you
twice your money's worth
should be of interest to college men . . . any man for
that matter. The reversible
coats (remember how popular they used to be?) are
coming back again —• but
strong! One side tweed* one
side processed cotton that
laughs at the rain — goodlooking in the casual campus manner— the reversible
topcoat can be worn with
equal nonchalance on the.
nicest or the nastiest day.
When it starts to rain, just
turn the other lining. The
big favorite is the raglan
sleeve model with slash pockets which are available no
matter which side is being worn as the outside. The tweed
fabrics are available in plain diagonal weaves or in the5
more popular herringbone weave—mostly in brown but
also in grey and bluish grey.
Pinning you down
Jewelry that has a claim to utility has always been popular
with well-groomed men. Even men who think it's masculine
to declaim the use of jewelry will jump at the chanee to;
wear some if they're given an excuse for doing so—witness the widespread use of
the Air Corps - promoted
identification bracelet. Tie
pins and clasps, for instance
—if you've ever had a necktie flapping in your face
when you're driving a car or
running to make a class,
you know how welcome the
tie clasp can be. And it has
an added use: some men
knot their ties in such a way
that the ties stick straight
out from the collar; a tie clasp pulls them down flat. The
good news is that the new tie clasps are bold and masculine looking—no longer delicate littje chains or thin strips
of metal. One in particular is a simple broad band, sometimes decorated with the wearer's initials. Others are
shaped like arrows, nails and swords. They're of the trompe
l'oeil school—they seem to pierce (the tie but don't. The
collar pin is another piece of utilitarian jewelry—it keeps
the collar and tie looking neat frotm morning till night.
The simple, gold, "safety pin" style is the most popular
—it's even being worn with buttctn-down collars.
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Tigers Upset Duke, 63
"Giiilespie? Pnsitt, Riddle
:r In ConferemM Win

Riflemen $hoof Top
Outfits In Nation
By JACK CRIBB

:

About two months ago, a large
group of hopefull and eager aspirants answered the call of Captain Smith to,the 'rifle range. Today! sixteen of these boys form
Clemson's' rifle team.
Team practices are held 4 days
and one night each week. The
boys are some what inexperienced
in this kind of shooting, but are
rounding into a..group capable of
giving a good account of themselves in any kirid of competition.
Shoulder to shoulder matches
have already been held with,
Georgia, Davidson, and G. M. A.
Telegraph matches have also been ]
fired with Kentucky, Nevada,
West Virginia, Florida, Texas A j
and M, Oklahoma A and M, Wofford, Tennessee, P. C, Georgia :
Tech, N. e State, Utah State, V. P. |
I., and Mississippi State.
;
Georgia's target busters come
|
to Tigertown on the,28th of February, and the first of March will
find the Tiger sharpshooters .at
Presbyterain. There, they will
Compete with WofforcTJ- P. C. and
The Citadel in a round robin
tournament. The five members
owning the best records will go to
Clinton, whereas the top ten fire
in regular matches.
Bobbie Mitchum is the captain
of the riflemen. Other members
of the team include: CV-H. Carroll, F. O. Barttefef", J. Cronette, J.
B, GosKJ^tf. Day, P. C. Duvis
M. A. Levey, R. H. Kinard, C. 'HPeters, F. M. Gumby, -M. S. Postori,'
L. S. Swygert, M. B. Seithel, J. S.
Itowell, and R. Warner.

Tiger Coach Chosen
For Conference Post
Head Coach and Athletic Director Frank Howard of ClemsOn College was elected vice
president of the Southern Conference Association of Athletic
Directors and Football Coaches
at a meeting held last week in
Richmond, Virginia.
Elected at the same get-together was Wallace Wade, head
coach of Duke University, president and Jim Tatum of the i
University of Maryland was
named secretary of the group.
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UNKLE HANK SEZ

Gierrek Tops Among

As the warm sunshine of approaching spring heats the
cold earth, Coach Frank Howard of Clemson College sends
his gridiron protegees through their paces in preparation for
the fall campaign. This fall the Bengal Tigers will mix it
up with ten pigskin foes. The addition of The Citadel to
the Tigs slate will he the climax game of the campaign for
the Howard-men." The only appreciable deviation from last
year's football card will be the dropping of Ceorgia from the
slate and the addition of Mississippi State.
Four home games will be held at Clemson which will
give the Tiger followers in this and neighboring states a
chance to see their footballers perform. Probably the highlight of the season will be the annual state fair classic which
will be held at it's usual location on Big Thursday of the
State Fair. The Bengals will travel to Boston for a night
game with the Eagles to try to even the count with the institution in the cold "nawth." Last season the northerners
had to overcome a half time deficit tally and play sensational
foolball before they could rack up a sizable victory over the
visitors from "sunny Caroline."
'■■ s~-~^~

Things look bright in Tigertown for the gridiron wars
to come. With eleven freshmen stars and over seventy of
last year's quad hack in uniform, prospects for a successful
football'season appears emmment from this vantage point.
Highlighting the former high school campaigners are Shrine
Bowl stars Billy Hair, the Walterboro flash and 210 lb. Jack
IVfponeyhau Of West Columbia. Others include stars from
Washington, D. C„ New York, Atlanta, Ga., and Mass.
Former Tiger star Dick Hendlcy is back in uniform and
is working out at his old fullback slot. Hendley appears to W. A. Holhouser (44) and Harold Jordan (33) of Clemsom wait for the ball to bound from the
i be rounding into top condition with the same old zip that is board as does Hughes (9) and Collins (19 of Duke during|Wuesday night's game. The Tigers took
the contest by a 63-57 score.
! characteristic to his brand of football.
Centers Oil Rhuston and Olin Cleveland are back in
I Tiger uniforms and will be fighting for a starting berth come
pigskin time this fall. Gene Moore and Jack Branson, let.
iermen from last year's squad, will handle their share of the Probably one of the biggest ing back and running mate of the of talent in workouts to date ac'duties from the pivot slot.
reasons for smiles around the fleet Hair? has enrolled at the cording to reliable observers.
Ends Appear StrongCoach Bob Jones has fine prospects for the flanks for
the coming campaign. With another year of eligibility for
hustling Hank Walker and Bob Hudson, John Polous, Luke
Deanheardt, Frank Green, and several other promising ends
on hand should give the Bengals the best flankmen in the
state. Rod Brisendine, former tailback and kicking star,
has been shifted to an end during spring practice.
According to reports from observers, Coach Frank How.
ard should be somewhat stronger from end to end than he
was last year. Lettermen Frank Gllespie, Tom Salisbury,
Ray Clanton, Phil Prince, Chick Gainer, and Jud Davis are
ably supported by stalwarts from last year's Cubs and several
promising returnees.

CLEMSON HOME SERVICE
CLEMSON, S.C.

EARL£_ST.

Clemson College Field House these
days is the fine prospective freshmen football team members. The
team hopefuls come from four
states and the District of Columbia and represent the cream ..of
the area as far as football talent
is concerned.
From South Carolina Billy Haiii
is 'perhaps the most widely known.
Hair was cited for his brilliant
work in the Shrine Bowl contest
in Charlotte. The Walterboro
tailback is a triple-threat artist
that excels in his department.
Hair was the sparkplug of the
Walterboro squad for the' past
season. Pete Rentz, 145 lb. block-

agricultural school and is making
his bid for the team.
Jack Mooneyhan, 210 lb. tackle
from West Columbia, will be a
most important addition to the
Bengal eleven in the future. The
■Capital city lad was one of the
^inost sought after highschool players in the state and received offers from several institutions but
filially decided to come to Clemson.
Two promising preformers hail
from Valley Stream, £Jew York
and should form a large portion
of future elevens. Mike Kinney,
star tailback, and Emmett. Platt,
185 lb. end have displayed lots

Lots Of Backfield Talent
Heading the talent list for the backfield slots will be a
battle to the finish for starting assignments. Backfield
coaches will have their hands fdll trying to select the top
men for the jobs open. Bouncing Bobby Gage and Carol
Cox head the list for the tailback duties with Charles Mooney
and Jackie Culvert, stars of last year's B team, to give them
valuable support.
Besides Hendley there wall be Cecil Perrette and Norman Pettigrew, Bonneau Brodie and Jack Miller seeking the
starting assignment; Tiger Jans will see a "natural" in Fred
Cone, hustling fullback from Elmore, Ala.

Onds and Ends
iUmiors are flying that Clemson's able tackle Chick
Gainer will announce his engagement to a lass from a not too
far away city after spring training comes to an end. If
these rumors are true we wish both of the fine people the
very best of luck for the future.
As a highlight of spring practice, there will be an intra
squad game to climax the 6 week training session. This will
give the sports writers all over this part of the country an
opportunity to view first hand the surprise that Coach Howard will have in store for Bengal opponents come September
and the commencing of pigskin activities.

Tdis l&cotl Goes Hum-rW h umminj
It's JEAN SABLON'S...

"A TVrJE -fV HUMMUG'
(RCA Victor)
IN ENGLISH or French, his singing is terrific!
His fans range from bobby-soxers to the
lavender-and-old-lace set.
Why, he even lights his Camels with a Continental
charm. Takes a leisurely puff and says: ''Great!"
Yes, Jean, and millions of smokers agree with
you about Camels. More people are smoking
Camels than ever before!
Try Camels! Discover for yourself why, with
smokers who have tried and compared, Camels
are the "choice of experience"!

And here's another great record—

More people are smoking

-tfian ever kejbre!

Walker Wins First
As Tankmen Lose

Tiger swimmers met defeat
down in- Athens,' Georgia as the
Georgia Bulldogs outdived, swam
faster and defeated the South
Carolinians 60 to 15 in a recent
meet.
One bright spot in the Tiger
defeat was team captain Hank
Walker's first place in the 100
yard free style event. This was the
only first place the Clemson's
captured.
Instrumental in the Bulldogs
victory was the brilliant preformance of Bobby Stewart who
has set five new conference marks
this season. Stewart is being
groomed for possible Olympic
competition. Horace Sasser won
his fourth straight victory of the
Totals
25
7 18 57
John Arnold, 180 lb. guard from season in diving contests.
Atlanta, Ga., has an outstanding
Clemson
FG FT PF TP
record in prep school football., i
Rifle Team Travels
Pruitt f ....
9
1
5 19
From nearby Union, S. C. comes
Keelin f .._.',.... .... 0
0
0 0
To
P.
C.
For
March
Jimmy Brown, 165 lb. tailback
Jordon f .... ....
4
10
5
that was one of the outstanding
Clemson's rifle team will meet Towr.send f ..... 2
1
0
5
preformers in the '46 Shrine Bowl. Presbyterian's sharpshooters at Hlhser c
2
2
2
1. 6
Robert Thompson, John. Dof- Clinton tomorrow night in a'^ Bell c . .___' '_'._. 1
0
0
2
fort, and Jack Talbert are three shoulder to shoulder match for Riddle g
,'. 6
3
3 15
fine prospects from the nation's the first meeting of the two out- Neel g v
j 0
0
1 ' 0
capital. Thompson, 170 lb. tail- fits this season. P. C. boasts one Gillespie g
,
2
3-2
7
back is noted for his running of the best teams in the South
ability, while Talbert preforms and has amassed an 18-5 record Totals
26 11 14 63
from the blocking back slot. Dof- and has ten more contests to
Halftlme score: Clemson 35;
fort, 6 feet 2 inches of end, should shoot.
Duke 26.
develop into a very profecient
The state championship will
Free throws missed: Gillespie 5,
pass receiver for the Clemson be decided at a match held in Riddle '4, Ausbon 4, Gordon 2, JorClinton on March 5-6.
footballers.
dan, Holshouser, Youmans, Sapp.

Freshman Football Prospects Bright

and the rest of the probables for this position. The big
Pennsylvania lad will' find plenty of competition in this
bracket in his bid for a go sign come game time. Hootchie
.Morgan, Jimmy Whitmire, Tom Coilrsey, and several others
will make the going tough or the Clemson opponents.
Bob Martin, defensive quarterback last season, will
probably be the hopeful that will get the starting assignment.
However, Martin will have to hustle because of the competition that will be supplied by Frank Carothers, Wyndie
Wyndham, a&d others. Carothers, former star of Rock
Hill's s46 State Champs, was not eligible for action this past
Service with a smile . . . that's season because of a rule infraction but the big boy will be
the motto of the CLEMSON able to don the pads and helmet for the coming fall action.

Pkon*S6l2 Appliance Div.

scorers
[.oadin;.
ixjrrmak. W & M .. 12 81 '.".) 2fi 191
Che'* l>nvi£
Cantwell. (Veo. Wash 1! BSVt 3J 102
i:s at Vi>*PP~*>fr
Biddle,
13
Blciclle, Clemson
113
"1
o
Cohismilh, W&L
111
ii
:n
Williams, Da..vidson
"''*'
137
10
15
Pierson , W&C
131
32 19
Paxton, N. C. ..
ll
Cnhh. Davidson
19 IS 129
13
25 125
mson 13 4fl
Holshouser, Cler.
I!)
39 125
MolTatt. Ceo. Wash
12 :>2 19 38 123
Szakacsi, S. C
9 47 27 22 121
C'entry, W. Forest
.12
12 !7 11!)
Martin-, S. C
21 23 113
Fanish, Md
.. 8
.11
311 39 112
Brown, Md
2(> 37 110
Hughes, Furman ... .11
19 32 109
Collins, Duke
II)
23 2 1 107
McN'iff, Geo. Wash. 11
13 10B
12
McMillan, W&M .

Pigskin Review Of '48

A LITTLE SMILE, frUT
cost's No-m»NG <o MAN-1 Reynolds Switches to Wingback
4JFAG1URE, IS WORTH A
Fullback Jim Reynolds will perform from the wingback
LOT -fo -THE MAH -THAT
post
this season provided he can win out over Ray Mathews
NEEDS If.,

HOME SERVICE. Let us keep
your radio at top performance so
you'll get the utmost enjoyment
out of every word spoken, every
note of music played! And don't
forget ... a thrill awaits you when
you see our selection of hit records
and albums.

As the basketball campaign
draws to a sparkling climax Chet
Giermak of William and Mary
continue to pace the loops scorers.
However Euddy Cheek of Davidson's Wildcats has pulled within
3 points of the loop leader. George
Cantwell of George Washington
and Leonard Riddle of Clemson
come in that order. Riddle, sharp
shooting guard playing with a
loosing team that boasts only, four
victories, has racked up 145 tallies in conference competition.
Heavy Holhouser, Tiger center, is
resting in 10th place with 125
markers dropped in the bucket.

By LEN REYNOLDS

Duke's Blue Devils came roaring into the Tiger lair Tuesday
expecting to hand the hot and cold
Bengals their thirteenth conference setback, but the roaring
Tigers growled and howled and
by- the final toot of the tooter, the
Clemson's were out front by 6
points. Heading the Bengal offense was June Pruitt and Leonard Riddle with 19 and 15 points
respectively to their credit.
It was Clemson's game ■ from
the beginning as the visitors showed inability- to hold on to the
ball.
W;.h Heavy Holhouser
•starting lr.2 scoring with a tip-in
for the -first .two markers,'the
Tiger sharpshooters began their
scoring splurge., with quick buckets
by Leonard Riddle, long_ shot
artist of Cirecnville, and Greer's
June Pruitt., Ten .tallies were accumulated by the Tigs before the
Duke's broke the ice. The North
Carolinians began to pull up but
were 9 points behind at the halfway point as "the Tigers led 35-26.
With Youmans and Gordan
leading.the way the visitors pulled with-five notches of tiein the
score shortly before . the end of
the contest but quick buckets by
Towrisend arid Bell kept the' fire
going.
Toward the.finish, of the conhyt the game was marred with
oift Aq spewoD Ajtpoq jo s^ot
eager players,'but this did not defray the intense interest'the'fans
maintained th-wugh the- encounter.
With the Duke victory, the Tigsmove into the winners circle for
the second .time in conference
competition. .
Duke
FG FT PE TP
Youmans ' f .-._'.- :.._ 8
16
Ausbon f
_•___ .... 5
11
Sa-pp f .... ....
3
7
Collins f ....
1
3
Lyons c '•___'_ :...
0
0
Hughes g .... .... .... 2
4
Martin g
2
6
Gordon g ....
.... 4
10.
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Norman Annoy
Bengal Boxers Drop
Decision To Mary'd
By TOMMY COTTEN
DIAMOND PROSPECTS FOR 1948
It's been said that in the spring a young man's fancy
lightly turns to thoughts of baseball and that little bit of
poetry holds very true here at Clemson. As the days in Feb.
ruary grow fewer the month of March comes upon us like a
lion and brings with it baseball time once again. Already
the Tigers are preparing for the coming diamond campaign.
For the past few weeks prospective players have been working out in the small gymn trying to get limbered up before
the heavier work begins around the first of March. The
pitchers and catchers have been doing most of the work ,in
attempting to get their throwing wings in top form before
they're called upon to show their wares before their new
mentor, Head Coach Frank Howard. Howard, as you know,
is taking over the diamond team this yfear in the absence of
Randy Hinson, who resigned in December to go back into
the Army. It'll be his second venture into coaching base,
ball. In '43 he served in this position and came out with a
fairly good squad. He stated this past week that he couldn't
set a definite date as to when he would be able to assume his
new duties due to the conflict between spring football and
the baseball season. However it's expected that he will be
able to get started in the next couple of weeks.
LANDRUM AND HAZEL BE MISSED
As to a pre-season forecast on the possibilities of ibis
year's edition of the baseballers, well, that's a hard ■subject
and it's still much too'early to put anything definite into
writing, however it's reasonable to believe that the team
this spring will be a lot weaker and more inexperienced in
comparison to the powerful outfit which last year won the
Southern Inter.Collegiate Baseball crown. Only a few playei's of last year's nine will be on hand and the Tigers are go.
ing to miss the services of stars like Joe Landrum and Joe
Hazel. Both of these boys have signed professional corf
tracts and are now on the ladder leading to the big leagues.
Also missed will be Dewey Quinn, the big outfielder who
covered the outer gardens like a rug and whose hitting accounted for a lot of the runs which gave the Bengals twenty,
four victories in twenty.nine starts. McMakin is gone, also
"Chick" Sherard, "Big Tom" Cleveland, and Homer Coker.
The absence of these boys is going to leave a big hole which
has to be filled with men of less experience. Despite this
fact there is still no need in bringing out the weeping towel
for there are a lot of hopeful prospects from which Coach
Howard may be able to get some fine work. Then too there
are a few of last year's men back who can contribute a lot
to the success of any team. For example, Frank Gillespie
will be back at his first base spot. Frank is a fine fielder
and a good hitter. He broke up the Alabama game last
June in the Southern playoffs in fine style when he slammed
a double in the ninth to give the Tigers a 2-1 win. His hitting throughout the year was just as timely. Tom Castles
will also be back to take a position in the outfield along with
Dan Stroud. Both of these players are experienced and arc
fairly good at the bat. Castles will be remembered from last
year's team by the homer he hit against Duke as a pinch.hit
tor with the bases loaded.
Two fine catchers who should be back in harness are
Gene Moore and Jim Hazel, brother of the pitcher. These
men gained experience in part time roles last spring which
should aid them in their bids for starting posts. Leo Fisher
should be back again trying for that second base berth. Others returning include Fleming, Green, and Asbill.
As for the newcomers we can't say anything loo much
at present for we haven't as yet seen them in action, but
there are rumors making the rounds that there is some pretty hot high school material moving into the Tiger lair. A
few of these prospects we've been able to secure the names
of, others we haven't. There's Jimmy Brown from Union,
who is a first sackr, a lad named Culberson, a shortstop from
Borne, Ga., and a fine southpaw hurlcr named Edwards.
These candidates are all freshmen.
BIG SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED
A twenty.nine game schedule was released last week
which included games with VPI, Ohio University, Duke, and
North Carolina.. Also included are Carolina, P. C, Furman,
Davidson, Georgia, Washington and Lee, Newberry, Wof.
ford Trskine and The Citadel. The first nine of the contests
will be run off at Clemson so the fans at Tigertown will be
able to see a lot of baseball beginning on the 22ud of March.
\Yc think it's a pretty hot schedule because it'll bring to
town a lot of pretty hot clubs so let's get ready Clemson to
witness and cheer another Tiger diamond team to the lop..
BASKETBALL HONORS
As the 1917-18 cage season begins to draw its final curtain it once again becomes time to dish out honors to the
winning teams and to the players who excelled in the game.
Since our immediate interest lies in the state we're going to
select an all-star team composed of the top cagemen in South
Carolina.
Looking first at the forward department we run smack
into a host of fine ball players, but since we can pick but two,
our choice for the top pair lies in Les Davidson of Erskine
and Henry Martin of South Carolina. Davidson has been a
power in the Erskine lineup all season and at present is the
leading point.maker in the Palmetto state by a wide margin.
He was an All-Southern nominee when he was playing junior
college ball. Martin's brilliance lies in his alertness on the
court and his ability to score. His work has done much tbSec Pace X

Clemson's boxers dropped their
first Southern Conference dual
meet of the year last Saturday
night to the University of Maryland. The Tiger mittmen lost
5 1-2 to 2 1-2 decision to the Terrapins from College Park. Maryland took a one point advantage
before the bouts began when the
Tigers were forced to forfeit in
the 130 lb. class because of injuries. Archie Bunger, the regular 130 >pounder, was unable to
make the trip due to injuries sustained in a recent bout.
Dave Coakley, classy Tiger
lightweight from Washington, D.
C, and light heavyweight Rusty
Donkle of Greenville were the
two fighters to win their bouts.
Coakley stopped his opponent,
Newton of Maryland in 1:38 of
the second round to gain a TKO,
his first of the year. Donkle won
a decision over Smith in the semifinal bout to win his first college
fightCarl Pulkinen, Clemson's celebrated welterweight, failed to gain
a victory for the first time in his
college fight career. He fought
his adversary, Oliver, to a draw.
The summaries:
125—Salkowski, (M) outpointed Lindsay.
130—Clemson forfeited.
135—Coakley, (C) won by TKO,
in 1:38 of second over Newton.
145—^Pulkinen, (C) and Oliver,
(M) drew.
155—Reider, (M) decisioned
Warrick.
165—Gregson, (M) won by TKO
over Lawson in :55 of third.
175—Donkle, (C) outpointed
Smith.
Heavy—Ma lone, (M) outpointed
Gammon.

Tigers Meet Furmanr
Deacons This Week
As the hardwood season enters
its final stages, the Clemson Tigers
will be facing some of their stiffest
competition. Following tonight's
Battle with the powerful quintet
from Wake Forest, the Tigers have
three more contests remaining before they bring down the curtains
On the 1947-48 cage season.
Tomorrow night the Bengals
journey to Greenville where they
will encounter the Purple Paladins
from Furman. The contest is
scheduled for Textile Hall and a
capacity crowd is expected to view
the second game of the season between these two rivals. In a game
played earlier in the season the
Tigs upset Furman by solidly
trouncing them by a 77-54 count.
It's a good bet that a lot of fur
will fly before the second game
ends.
Monday night of next week will
see Clemson playing for the last
time this year at home. They
will entertain a strong Conference,
outfit from the University of
Maryland. In a game played
earlier in the season between the
two teams at College Park, Md.
the Terrapins emerged the winner
by a close score.
The University of Georgia furnishes the competition for the
Tigers for their final, game when
they meet next Saturday night in
Athens. This contest will round,
out a twenty-three game schedule
which the team has participated
in. Georgia won the. first match
played between the two squads at
the beginning of the season.

Whitmire, Brown, Kivett, And Morgan
Clemson College track fans will<>
be glad to learn that the Tigs will
participate in seven cinder en*
gagements during the 48 campaign, according to Ed Osborne,
director of. the Clemson News
Bureau. Presbyterian comes to
Clemson on April 3, for the-firs*,
Presbyterian was downed by- a
contest of the year for the Ben- massive score as the Clemson
gals.- The schedule is highlighted Tigers rolled to their fourth vicby meets at Clemson with Wof- tory this season. Mid way the
ford and Davidson, with.meets at first half the Bengal attack beFurman and Carolina. The State gan to roll, and from that point
meet will be held at Clinton on the visitors weer never headed.
the 7th and 8th of May. The con- By half time the Tigs led by a
ference get-together will be on ten point, mar-gin.
the 14th and 15th, but the place
June Pruitt and Leonard Riddle
has not been designated as yet.
were,the big guns in the Clemson
Prospects for the condermen attack and racked up 13 markers
look rather unpredictable but fans to their credit. Closely guarded
will be glad to know that such W. A. Holhouser, massive Tiger
stalwarts as Spook Pulkinen, Bob- center, was able to drop in only
by Williams, Jerry Brown, pole 6 points during, the engagement.
vaulter from Walhalla, Cy Kivett, Frank Gillespie bucketed 10 while
with Hootchie Morgan and Jim Harold Jordan made 9.
Whitmire in the dashes. George - Herb Lindsey, Presbyterian cenFachin and Gil Allen will help ter, made 13 tallies to share high
stabalize the relay men.
scoring honors with Riddle and
Pulkinen was outstanding in the Pruitt. It was the 12th defeat in
440, mile, and 880 for the Tigs for 13 starts for the Blue'Stockings. ,
the past, two seasons. Williams,
The box:
fleet footed stepper from Spar- Clemson
F FT TP
tanpurg, will be seeking another Townsend, f .... ....
3 0.6
berth on the broadjumping lad- Keelin, f ........ I.
10
2
der, while Kivett will hurdle the Pruitt, f
.. 6 1 13
javelin- for the distance. Jerry Holshouser, c
3 0
6
Brown of Walhalla will continue Bell, c .... i
2 15
to rack up scores with his vaulting Neel, g .... ..:.
_: 0 0
0
activities.
Riddle, g ....
5. 3 ,13
3 3
9
It is hoped by Coach Rock Nor- Jordan, g
. 4 2 10
man, who is recovering from a re- Gillespie, g
0 0 0
cent illness that some undiscov- Bett'nc'rt, g
ered talent will show up by the
Totals
27 10 64
time the first meet roll around.
Last season Clemson captured
F FT TP
•punoje SHOX }3aut }SJTI an; auiti P. C.
...
0 1
1
being edged out only by Carolina. Harper, f
Logan, f
2 0
4
Schedule:
Rollins, f ...'. .- .... .... .... 2 1
5
. April 3—Presbyterian—Here
Turner, f
.. .... 3 2
8
April 10—Furman—There
H. Lindsay, c
6 1 13
April 17—Wof ford—Here
Tedarjs, g
...
4 0 8
Rod Brisendine, sparkplug of the Tiger divers, is shown taking a practice dive into the "Y" pool as
. April 24—Carolina—There
J. Lindsay, g
1 1.3
he plans trouble for future opponents of the Bengal swimmers. Brisendine was a member of last
May 1—Davidson^—Here •
year's tankers and racked up an impressive record with his aquatic activities.
0 1
1
May -7, 8—State Meet—Clinton Wood, g
May 14, 15—Southern Confertotals
18 7 43
ence^— (unavailable)
Clemson Boxers Tangle With Gamecocks
Half time score: Clemson 34,
At Columbia Feb. 27 In Conference Bout
cessful season thus far winning Presbyterian 24.
some
and'dropping some. HowCoach Bob Jones ..takes his Ben- scheduled match was postponed
ever the Bengals have succeeded counter with the University of
For the past week some sur- gal boxers, down to Columbia to until this time due to'injuries on in. stopping all of their opponents Maryland who are the southern
with the exception of the return conference leaders at this stage
prising changes have been tak- meet Jess Alderman's Gamecocks the Clemson squad.
match with Georgia and their en- of the-game.
Both
teams
have
enjoyed
a
sucon
February
27.
A
previously
ing place in the .standings jjf the

Bengals Blast P. C.
Off Court 64.43

N. C State Retains

Southern Conference. - Antll<^Q-'i
surging Davidson Wildcat, quintet
has been moving steadily up ifie
ladder since mid season and at
this writing they have recorded
five successive victories. :They
place fourth in the standings.
South Carolina has furnished the
other surprise. The' Birds who
just a week ago occupied the
fourth spot have slipped to the
sixth position by virtue of their
two recent circuit losses to Furman and Davidson. They're in
for some more tough work again
this week when they go up against
Maryland and Wake Forest.
The Raleigh powerhouse, N. C.
State, continues to lead the league
with its perfect record of seven
wins against no losses. State is
followed up by U. N. C. and
George Washington.
The standings:
W L Pet. PF PA
N." C. State . 7 0 1.000.504 295
N. C.
10 1 .909 .610 -501
G. Wash
11 3 .786 686 741
Davidson
8 5 .615 .727 653
Duke
6 4 .600 523 458
S. C.
7 5 .583 673 686
Maryland
6 5 .545 604 595
Wash. & Lee
5 5 .500 551 624
The Citadel .. 4 5 .444 401 493
Va. Tech..
4 5 .444 443 440
W. M. .-._ .... 5 7 .417 592 598
Furman .. . ... 3 8 .273 544 689
U. of Rich. ... 2 6 .250 425 434
1 8 .111 414 500
Va. Mil
1 12 .077 673 829
Clemson

SPORTING GOODS
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up there soon!

the ceiling's unlimited and the
horizon's as wide as the world! Up where there's
freedom and adventure — and a man can dare to do
what no man's done before!
UP WHERE

You're on your way up there when you join the
Aviation Cadets. After a year's pilot training, it's
silver wings for you —and a commission as Second
Lieutenant in the U. S. Air Force Reserve.
You are eligible if you're single, between 20 and
26V2, and have completed at least half the requirements for a degree from an accredited college or
university (or can pass an equivalent qualifying
examination). .

HOUSEWARE

SULLIVAN HARDWARE (0.
Anderson, S. C.

You'll fly the very best planes during your - rz
months of pilot training. Then, after graduation,
you'll pilot jet fighters and bombers. And you'll get
a starting salary of $536 a month. During your three
years on active duty you'll be given a chance to win
a commission in the Regular Air Fotce.

RADIO SERVICE
All Makes and Models

G. B. GURLEY RADIO SERVIC
132 W. Benson St.
—H

■

!■■■

— ■»..■

Phone 542
.11 .1.1 ..I-

m

!

.1—

Anderson, S. C.
■■■■—— I

., . . ,i

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys
Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville
CAREEffS WITH A FUTURE

HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY
Greenville, S. C.

«

U.' S. ■ Army and
U. S. Air Force

This is a priceless opportunity for alert young
men with the urge to carve their future in American
aviation. Ask for details at your U. S. Army and U. S.
Air Force Recruiting Station. Or, write to-Headquarters, U. S. Air Force, Attention: Aviation Cadet
Section, Washington 25, D.C. .
U. S. ARMY AND U. S. AIR FORCE RECRUITING SERVICE
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Davidson Sets Hot Carolina Retains
Pace in Loop Scoring!State (age Lead
Lea Davidson, the Erskine fire- j
ball, is continuing his torrid scor- j
ing pace and at the present time is I
ahead in the cage scoring race by
a healthy margin. The Fleet forward, who jumped into the race
only last week, has been steadily
increasing his lead over ther rest
of the field. He leads his nearest
competitor at this writing by some
53 points. His total for the season
thus far is 273 points and his game
average is 15.1.
Center Charley Seay of Wofford
mbyed, into second spot by edging
Bob Stewai-t of Furman. Stewart
held down the number one root
several weeks ago. lie is followed up by his teammate. Mel Bell,
and Spec Padgett hi Erskine.
These players round but the firs!
five scorers in the state.
Two Clemson Scorers among the '
first ten are Lfonard Riddle, number six and W. A. Holshouser at
the! tenth" spot. Riddle has. a. total
of 192 points while Holshouser has
a record of 173 points.
The ten leading Individual scorers of the South Carolina College
Basketball loop at the close of the
1947-48 season's 11th week:
bambo pole.

At the close of last week, the
11th of the current caee seasons,
South Carolina was still in front
in the race for the state title. The
Gamecocks, despite their recent
loss to Furman, still commanded
a slim lead over The Citadel and
Wofford, its nearest competitors.
If the Birds were to drop one of
their congests during the week and
The Citadel were to iremsin on the
winning i side next week's sheets
would show a new leader.
On the basis of all games played
Wofford'* Terriers are the Palmetta State's number one outfit.
They have racked up 14 victories
in their 17 starts to top all other
percentages.
Erskine and The
Citadel follow up the leaders in
this department.
. The standings:

<U1 Games W L PF PA
Wofford
14 3 ] 016 860
Erskine
11 Q 821 903
The Citadel 7 6 G17 G7D
8 925 941
So. Car.
Charleston
7. 7 675 705
Furman
9 13 1191 1359
Newberry
5 4 612 76')
Clemson
4 14 976 1079
Presbyterian 1 12 551 730
W L PF PA
State Games
So. Car
- .: 5 1 357 287
The Citadel „: ', 6 2 392 376
PUjt'K-. school nnH nos. F(. TT Tf tr.\\
_: 4 2 358 281
15 1 ! Wofford
Da.v!ds:»),
P.
EfiBafts
1*
*M**pJ
Sin*5, C. Wofford
83 50 23») 12.0 Newberry „.'. . ... 4 4 353 414
Stewart, I'. Furman ... !»2 35 ?ffl 10,4
9.7 Erskine '.... .— ... 3 3 241 265
BHI, F, I'Uiman
76 1)3 21.'.
I'adRclt/C, Erskiue
82 .211
103 10.1 Clemson
;.. ......4 5 532 462
n
Riddle, G, Clrmson
71 ">
V.tt lo.o
Bhtfllah, 1". Now-hpnw 78 35 tSl .13.0 Charleston --',-' ... 3 4 356 387
Dean, F, Wofford
l>& 43. 17!) 10.5 Furman
... 2 4 337 339
9.7
t[uisli''s, Ti, -I-'urrnan, . .03 37 175
..
1 7 330 451
Presbyterian
.
9.0
lldlsliouser, C, Ctrmsun 0!) 35 173

Pet.
.823
.579
.538
.500
.500
.409
.357
.222
.077
Pet.
.833
.750
.667
.500
.500
.444
.428
.333
.125

SPORTFACTS IN FOCUS
Continued from Page 7
ward the building of the line. Carolina team. He's the lead.
irig scorer for the Gamecocks, and his appearance on the allstale five is repetitive since he was a nominee last year also.
SEAY REPEATS
Our choice for the center spot goes to another hoy who
was selected last year, that is, Charley Seay of Wofford.
Charley was number one choice of sports-writers last year
and was therefore captain of the mythical quintet. His play
during the past campaign again .warrants, that he be given a
berth.
; The two best guards n the state are Clemson's Leonard
lliddle and The Citadel's Ernie Stroman. These two boys
have been playing bang-up ball all season and their being
placed is a natural. Middle is Clemson's best. He's been
racking up points for the Bengals like, crazy all season and
at one time was the leading scorer in the Palmetto state.
"He's also among the leaders in the. Southern Conference
standings at present. Ernie Stroman has been to The Citadel what Puddle was to Clemson. Besides being the leading
point-maker for the. Bulldogs lie also is one of their key men
oh defense. It was his alertness and coolness which enabled
The Citadel to eke,out twq.wine ove,r the Tigers during the
season and to stay higfein the state standings.
We compose our second team of two players from. Carolina, two from Furman, and one from The Citadel. As we
see it, the two Furman scoring wizards, Bob Stewart and
Melvin Bell, arc good enough to take the forward positions.
Both are good offensive men and have been leading the Hurricanes all season. At Adams, the rangy South Carolina
pivot man, has the vole for the center spot. He's been a
boon to the Birds. His backboard work is great. Another
Gamecock on the team is Cy Szakacsi, who has been playing
u lot of guard for the state leaders for the past two years.
The other guard slot is filled well by a little man from
Charleston .named, Affie Detour. Defour stands only five
feet, nine inches high but his basketball work has been great
for the Bulldogs, lie is a dead shot and a good defensive
man.
The teams: '
SECOND TEAM
FIRST TEAM
Bob Stewart, F, Furman
Henry Martin, F-, South C
Melvin 15el!, F, Furman
Les Davidson, F, Erskine
Al Adams, C. South ('..
Charley Seay, C, Wofford
Leonard Riddle, G. CJemson Affie Dufour, G, Citadel
Cv Szakacsi, G, South G.
Ernie Stroman, G, Citadel
Honorable mention: Padgett, Erskine; Dean, Wofford; English, Newberry; Jordan, Clemson; Pruitt, Clemson;
Hughes, Furnian; Henderson, Citadel; Slaughter, South Car.
olina; Puckhabcr, College of Charleston; Logan, Presbyle.
rian.
WE STRIVE TO KEEP THE
CADETS LOOKING SHARP

emson Men Are
Jackson Meeting
Operation Contact Camp for the
South Carolina got off to a big,start at
unlay afternoon with the arrival of
hundred officers who came, from every

Reserve Officers of
FoVt Jackson on Salapproximately seven
corner of ihe state.

- ] The operations started at noon
j Saturday with the, registration of
the reservists as they began to report in and ran until noon Sunday,
(with those.who attended receiving ' eight credit hours''for this
short tour of Active Duty Training. All of the officers, who attended did so without remuneration and in addition had to pay
i for their own transportation from
I their .homss and ifoack again, as
well, as'for/their meals while at
camp.
Major General William B. Kean
I Commanding General, Fort Jackson, Colonel L. 9- Field, Comj manding Officer, S. C. Military
(District, Colonel James C. Welch
Senior State Instructor, Organized
Reserve Corp and the many staff
sections and regimental Commanders of the Fifth Infantry
Division worked closely together
to plan a highly interesting" and
constructive training period for
those who attended. . A'<g*eSKfttiea;I
of., administrative arr-angements
CHARLES H. ROPER
had to be made in order to open
(Photograph by Don Roland.
the additional mess halls and barstudio-)
■;
, y
racks, that were necessai-y to mess
and billet this large ''gfoiio of
.South Carolinians . who,.gave of
C. H. Roper Elected
their own time in order that thf
Officer Of Steel Firm reserve officers of the State of
' South Carolina might remain a
Charles H. Roper, a former J strong .groijp ..-who/ are/fatally inClemson' man, lias been' elected a terested "in the part they will
Vice President of the Steel Sale's play "as regarding the future seCorporation, 3348. South Pulaski curity^ and defense of the-State
Road, Chicago, according to F. W. and Nation.
Walters, president of the corpoA special composite group from
ration.
,
the 82nd Airborne, '. Division,
Mr. Roper is a native of known as "America's Guard of
Laurens, South Carolina. He at- Honor" because of their outstandtended Furman University and ing combat record of World War
then studied mechanical engineer- II, who are under the .command
ing at Clemson College.
of Major; Matheson, consisting of
After leaving college, he took a eight officers and two hundred
position with the American Agri- and nine enlisted men put on a
cultural Chemical Company, Car.r highly interesting fire demonstrateret, New Jersey.
tion and" ran an infantry comHe went to Steel Sales as a pany attack problem for this
warehouse clerk in 1927- Since group on Sunday morning. All of
then he has served as a salesman the infantry weapons, including
in the Milwaukee and Minneapo- 30 caliber machine guns, 50 calilis territories. He was appointed ' ber ^a'chiM gunsi.60 and, 81 milliManager of Steel Sales, :branch' meter, mortars, 57 and"'75 millioffice in St. Louis when it o'pened meter, recoil-less rifles,,as well,a?
in 1934.
■ ■'■' a. two ,gun section of ,7,5,rai,uimeter.
In his new position', he will' be p'ack\^Qwitzer]fleT# artillery pieces
stationed in the corporation's Chi- wer^jused ih the^ demonstration
cago headquarters. ■ ,. ; '" "' ' '• ~
and, attack.. ' ,
joop«J.' ,v
Mr. Roper is nonliving vtp^Hjigh.
Men from Clemson were:
Ridge, Jefferson County, Missouri.
Lieutenant C o 1 o n e 1s: ( Mack
Di;ake, Tom S. MifcpSU. Mofrfe A'
Owings.
- JU V/.GJ.€\
en Monroe Speaks Jjlajors: L. R Booker,
William
In Methodist Service C. Boy/en, Howards fflW(J$\irne#A.
Captains;, Stt'.)h«ns,;^',cparlmg'The annual Laymen's'Day Ser- tbn III,. Thomas p. Donegaii, J. C.
vice last Sunday at the Clemson DuBose, J..ames G. Eavns, Milford
Methodist Church was highlighted H. Sutherland.
.,,,. ,.
by a talk by Theodore L. Monroe
First Lieutenants: ,, Richard W.
Gardner, Clarence R. Jones, jr..
Robert C. Shelly, Ralph S. Whall.
the Christian Life."
I BUSINESS MACHINES
| OFFICE SUPPLIES
jSTUDENT SUPPLIES
on the subject "Learning to Live
The Laymen's Day Service gives
j
Oconee Office
the laymen of thf church ah opSupply
portunity to render a service and
has the added advantage of giving
Sales and Service
Mr. Hardin a well-deserved rest
.A. delegation of forty MethoPhone 472 — Box 509
(Call us collect) ."■''
dist students will attend the South
Carolina Methodist Strident ConSeneca, S. C.
ference ;to be held in Greenville
Friday through Sunday.*
4 —,„_,.

The Male Who Dances In The Dark (In The
Dark About Dancing) Meeds This Quiz
He says, "Shall we dance?" trucker. Rhythm? He's never
She says, "Let's!" Then he dances heard of it! Somebody ought to
in the dark ... In the dark about tell him that dancing is moving to
the right way to dance!
rhythm, and each rhythm, see,
There are probably any num- has its own rules . . .
ber of mistakes that can be made
3. Are you a "Sleepwalker?"
on a dance-floor; but it's the con- This lad bends almost backward
sidered opinion of Maya Boleyn, as he swoops and glides. He's in
international dance instructress, a trance, really out of this world
that they all come down. to five —and his partner feels like the
major floor flaws. Commenting in model for the Leaning Tower of
Varsity, the young man's mag- Pisa. He simply has to straightazine, Miss Boleyn appealed to en up and dance right!
the American male to check his
4. Are you a "Hypnotist?" The
dancing against her list.
girl who dances with this man
Here are the groioings—in quiz ! needs a course in mental telep;
form—as quoted from Varsity:
athy. He decides on involved
1. Are you a "Gorilla-Gripper?" maneuvers
but forgets to let
It's hard to tell if this man aims his partner know that things are
to kill, squeeze, or please. He j about to happen. This chap must
wraps his arms around a girl's think of his strong right arm as
waist in a death-grip that's against a sort of steering wheel—and lead
the laws of humanity. Remember with it brother, lead!
•—if she can't b-r-e-a-t-h-e, she
5. Are you a "Big Lover?" This
certainly can't dance!
j fellow can make his eyes glow
, 2. Are you a "Dance-Delin- j like hot coals, his voice sound
quent?" The rumba, the sam- j like velvet dynamite. A girl in
ba, or Tallahassie Twitch are all his arms (he thinks!) is just waitthe same to this single-track ing to be led to temporary con-

CLASSIFIED _ADS
_
All ads must be turned
in not later than Tuesday
morning at nine o'clock. The
cost of ads will be twenty
cents a line. To figure a
line, count six words to the
line. Abbreviations apd each
initial count one word.
Ads should be put in an
envelope with money and addressed to The Tiger—Attention Royall E. Norton, Box
2G9, Clemson. No ads will be
accepted over the telephone.
. WANTED—500 men who enjoy juicy, tender steaks to try
ours for the best steaks they
ever tasted. Klemson Kollege
Kafe.

cealment behind a potted shrub.
Actually, he's as attractive to her
as an ice-cube down her back.
WANTED—You to advertise your
Varsity says: to su'eceed at a dance
used book, furniture, cars, ra—DANCE!
dios, etc,, in the classified ads for
'best results.
SALES and SERVICE
LINCOLN and MERCURY
BODY and PAINT SHOP
Custom Seat Covers
Anderson, S. C. — Phone 2006

FOR 'SALE—Reconditioned Remington standard Model 12 typewriter. Excellent for general use.
$25.00. Call 3071, or come by
Room 112 Field House.

SAVE MONEY — VISIT

JOHNSTON FURNITURE COMPANY
12;i East Whitner Street
L\wdterson, S. C.

KINGOFF'SJnc.
WATCHES — JEWELRY — DIAMONDS
129 N. Main St. — Anderson, S. C. — Phone 292
Frank Galloway, Mgr.

CLEARANCE SALE OF ALL WINTER STOCK
ONETHIRD OFF ON SWEATERS AND
WINTER DRESSES
Other Good Bargains

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

KAY'S SHOP
CLEMSON, S. C.

When You're in Greenville

PRIVATE DINING ROOMS

STOP AND SHOP AT

REGULAR DINNERS

alfred h. new

SHORT ORDERS

FURNISHINGS FOR MEN
7 West Washington Street
JAYSON SHIRTS AND SPORTSWEAR

IP The Country House
~S

HLWAYS MILDER U3ETTER TASTING (gOOLER SMOKING

3 Miles Out on Greenville Hy
Copyright 19 i8, Liccnn' & Mvens ToMCCO Ci>.

